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Key

Program Title
P0LI Mayor appoints ethics commissione
POLI Uncommitted superdelegate won't comm
Santa Ana Police investigate discovery of dead
OC baby in yard
A new technology has scientists seeing stars SCIE and black holes
OC Supervisors agree to study a 311 call cente
OC system
LA City Council to return to proposed rate
ENER increases for water and power
Multiple Grammy winner and Southland residen
ENT Nancy Wilson is in the hospital
AFTRA decides not to bargain jointly with SAG in
LABOR upcoming negotiations with studios
IMMIG Humane Repatriation program helps deportees
Temecula to consider formation of AM radio
IE station
LAW Next year it may be more difficult to voluntee

Date
4/1/08
4/1/08

Time
1:00
1:01

Guest(s)

4/1/08

1:01

Valot

4/1/08

1:03

Binkowski

4/1/08

1:04

Valot

4/1/08

1:08

Watt

4/1/08

1:13

Devall

4/1/08

1:18

Watt

4/1/08

1:20

Isakson

4/1/08
4/1/08

1:21
1:55

Cuevas
Russ

Stoltze
Felde

Cutting through bureaucratic red tape and
bypassing over 30 laws, the Bush administration
is attempting to complete the partially constructed
ENVT fence along the US/Mexico border.

4/1/08

Russ Knocke, Rep. Brian
Bilbray, Rep. Bob Filner
David Shirk
00:33

The people of Zimbabwe are eagerly awaiting the
release of election results from current President
Robert Mugabe, however 3 days after the polls
FOR there still remains no electoral data.

4/1/08

00:17

4/1/08

00:33 Valter Longo, David Quinn

4/1/08

00:19

Ed Begley

4/1/08

00:07

Gay Browne

California State Assemblyman Mike Feuer is
proposing a new gas tax to help fight global
warming. If passed by voters, the extra fee
would cost drivers in Los Angeles County an
extra 9 cents per gallon, or an extra $90 on
LAW their vehicle registration.

4/1/08

20:00

Assemblyman Mike
Feuer

Larry gets an update on the trial of Anthony
Pellicano, the former private eye to the stars,
who faces 110 counts of racketeering,
wiretapping, conspiracy, and other federal
LAW charges.

4/1/08

10:00

Carla Hall

4/1/08

Dr. Haig Tcheurekdjian,
Dr. Stanley Fineman,
Sudarsan Raghavan
30:00

USC biologists testing on mice made a potentially
important step in combating the often debilitating
SCI effects of chemotherapy on cancer patients.
His book “Living Like Ed: A Guide to the Eco
Friendly Life” is both a documentation of a
personal journey to creating an earth-friendly
lifestyle, and a handbook for those wanting to tak
ENER a similar path.
The founder of Greenopia, a guide to eco-friendly
goods and services, offers advice for those trying
to decipher between truly environmental products
ART and phony ones.

Fifty or 100 years ago, infectious diseases
such as polio, small pox and tuberculosis
killed, disabled, and disfigured millions of
Americans. But antibiotics, vaccines, and
better hygiene have lead to a healthier nation.
The problem: now autoimmune diseases and
HEAL allergies are on the rise

Michelle Gavin

In his new book The Life of the Skies , author
Jonathan Rosen sets out on a quest not
merely to see birds but to understand their
centrality—historically, spiritually and
scientifically—to a culture torn between the
desire to conquer and to conserve. Rosen
argues that bird-watching is nothing less
than the real national pastime and his book,
part birding history, part birding travelogue
also considers the spiritual yearning of the
ENV birder.

4/1/08

TRANS United Airlines inspection causes delays at airport

4/2/08

1:00

Devall

Federal raids on medical marijuana dispensaries
POLI need to stop, says LA City Council

4/2/08

1:12

Binkowski

4/2/08

1:55

Small

4/2/08

4:33

Nazario

4/2/08

00:13

Allan Hoffenblum

4/2/08

00:09

Alex Ben Block,

4/2/08

00:28

Joseph Wambaugh

4/2/08

00:44

William Bratton

4/2/08

00:09

Tyson Gaskill

4/2/08

20:00

Jack Shaw, Chris
Thornberg

HEAL Bill to require labels for cloned animal products
Sylmar resident unhappy about missing
HOUS infrastructure in face of expansion
Today Hillary Clinton comes to Northern
California and this weekend Barack Obama hits
up both the Northern and Southern parts of the
state, with not one public event between the two
ECON of them.
The Screen Actors Guild has announced that it
will begin negotiations with Hollywood producers
on April 15th. The early talks were prompted by a
decision this week by the smaller union AFTRA to
ECON split off from SAG in negotiations.
Seedy nightclubs, suspense, seduction, murdersounds like the making of a 1940’s film noir.
However, these are the contents of Joseph
LAW Wambaugh’s newest novel, “Hollywood Crows.”
The Chief of Police has been dealing with much
critique stemming from the SWAT report which
loosened requirements so that women may join
the team. Plus, he has been attempting to beef u
the number of officers while state funds are at an
GEND extreme low.
Focusing on the events of 1958, the exhibi
consists of over fifty sleek black and white
photographs capturing retro-outfitted Hollywood
hotshots, while others in the series expose the
corruption and chaos behind a sunny palm tree
HIST façade.

Chairman of the Federal Reserve Ben S.
Bernanke warned against a recession and a
stagnant U.S. economy in a presentation to a
Congressional committee Wednesday
morning. Larry Mantle talks with experts
about Bernanke's assessment of the country's
financial situation and the impact it will have
LAW on global economic growth.

60:00

Jonathan Rosen

With pressure to curb mounting foreclosures,
U.S. Senators drafted a bipartisan mortgage
relief bill on Tuesday. For weeks Democrats
and Republicans were deadlocked over the
bill, but finally drafted legislation that
promises to help struggling homeowners.
Larry Mantle talks with experts about the
details of the bill and their outlook on how it
ECON will rescue homeowners.
Governor Schwarzenegger’s administration
has moved to ban physicians and hospitals
from billing patients for the cost of services
that exceed what their HMOs are willing to
pay. Larry talks with guests about “balance
billing,” the ongoing feud between doctors
and insurance providers, and the patients
HEAL caught in the middle.

4/2/08

4/2/08

10:00

J. Taylor Rushing,
Chris Thornberg

30:00

Jordan Rau, Francisco
Silva, Rick Martin,
Mark Bell

As biofuel use increases exponentially
around the world, more and more research is
addressing the impact biofuel production is
having on the global warming problem. The
news, so far, is not good. Some studies show
that the increase in the production of biofuels
like ethanol is actually speeding up global
ENVI warming - not reducing it.

4/2/08

40:00

Michael Grunwald,
Bruce Dale, Tim
Searchinger

Larry Mantle chats with the University of
California system's newly appointed
President, University of Texas Chancellor
Mark Yudof. They discuss his leadership at
the University of Texas, his plans for the UC
EDU System, and more.

4/2/08

20:00

Mark G. Yudof

4/3/08
4/3/08

1:08
1:37

Peterson
Small

4/3/08

2:17

Small

4/3/08

3:58

Guzman

Today, two FAA whistleblowers are due to testify
in front of Congress after drawing attention to the
all too chummy affair between the agency and
airlines. This relationship may have ultimately
POLI threatened the public’s safety.

4/3/08

00:22

Scott Brenner, Rep. Bob
Filner,

The abrupt shutdowns of ATA Airlines and Aloha
Airlines won't keep travelers off Hawaii's shores
altogether, but they could make an already
ECON expensive vacation destination even pricier.

4/3/08

00:05

Scott McCartney

4/3/08

00:28

David Schkade, Sonja
Lyubomirsky

4/3/08

00:24

Daniel Kammen, John
Felmy

ENV
EDU
ECON
EDU

Truce between environmental groups and Port o
LA
Bill introduced to looses up school spending
State lawmakers working on plan to slow down
foreclosures
Long Beach teachers union fields school board
candidates after years on sidelines

Results of the study indicate mentally and
physically engaging activities such as socializing,
exercising, and engaging in spiritual activity lead
to greater happiness. Yet Americans spend an
ART average of 16% of waking hours on the couch.
Executives from the five biggest oil companies in
the U.S. were called in front of a House
committee. In the face of simmering anger over
rising gasoline prices and astronomical oil
company profits, the executives went on the
ECON offensive.

In his latest book, “April 4, 1968,” best-selling
author Michael Eric Dyson writes about the life,
death and legacy of civil rights leader Martin
POLI Luther King, Jr., 40 years after his assassination.

4/3/08

00:28

Michael Eric Dyson

Harbor officials have reached a tentative
agreement with environmental groups to
establish a trust fund to address the longterm effects of port operations on the
surrounding neighborhoods. The agreement
goes before the Harbor Commission today
ENV (Thurs).

4/3/08

20:00

S. David Freeman,
Martin Schlageter

With the advent of digital media, all new
battles are raging over who gets residuals for
actors in television shows, commercials and
movies that appear on the Internet.
Negotiations between producers and actors
for a new contract are to start on April
28....and the last thing actors wanted was for
ENT a divided front.

4/3/08

20:00

Roberta Reardon

Larry Mantle talks with William Lobdell,
City Editor of the Orange County Edition of
the Los Angeles Times , Orange County
Register senior editorial writer and
columnist, Steven Greenhut, and Gustavo
Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer about the
latest news events and developments in
MEDI Orange County.

4/3/08

20:00

Steve Greenhut,
William Lobdell,
Gustavo Arellano

Peace talks in war-torn Darfur are facing
further setbacks with a recent resurgence of
violence. The U.N. and African Union have
failed to organize meetings between warring
factions from the Sudanese government and
FOR rebel forces since last fall.

4/3/08

20:00

Edmund Sanders, Jason
Small

Serious disorganization at the new terminal
of London's Heathrow Airport may tarnish
the image of British Airways. The nearly $9billion addition took five years to build, and
BUS opened to a disastrous first week.

4/3/08

10:00

Mark Rice-Oxley

In his new book Fatal Misconception ,
author Matthew Connelly explores the global
history of population control, from family
planning to sterilization to genocide. The
movement to control the population of other
sects, ethnicities and families has changed
how people view themselves and their family
LIT in the global setting.

4/3/08

30:00

Matthew Connelly

Patricia Nazario live on funeral of LA City
firefighter Brent Lovrien
POLI Clinton holds fundraiser in Beverly Hills
Brian Watt live on funeral of LA City firefighter
Brent Lovrien
Memorial service for fallen Firefighter Bren
DIS Lovrien in downtown LA
ART LACMA organizes large exhibit of Chicano A
To help track down marijuana growers operating
in remote California woodlands, the service has
bought a pair of flying drones, one equipped with
HEAL a thermal camera for nighttime flights.

4/4/08
4/4/08

1:09
1:13

Nazario
Stoltze

4/4/08

1:27

Nazario

4/4/08
4/4/08

4:25
5:04

Nazario/Watt
Guzman

4/4/08

00:24

Ron Pugh, Jeff Ruch

Under this measure the FDA could cut nicotine
levels in cigarettes, limit advertising and update
POLI packages with a more in-depth health warning.
The high prices have motivated a particularly
devious and heartless kind of thief, who will rip of
ECON copper from the most innocuous location.
Generation X gets renewed attention as Jeff
Gordinier examines with great detail the trends
LIT and personalities that came of age in the 1990s.

4/4/08

00:28

Rep. Tom Davis, William
Corr

4/4/08

00:24

Roger Young, Ron
Calderone, Tom Berryhill

4/4/08

00:17

Jeff Gordinier

In an 8-3 ruling The 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals decided Thursday that
Roommates.com may be found liable for
violating fair housing laws by matching
roommates according to gender, sexual
TECH orientation and parenthood.

4/4/08

30:00

Social networking giant MySpace is
partnering with major record labels to form a
digital music business: MySpace Music. The
deal gives MySpace users – all 110 million
of them- one stop shopping for their favorite
songs, merchandise and concert tickets.
Many experts say the deal is a direct
challenge to Apple’s I-Tunes… the leading
TECH music retailer.

4/4/08

Dawn Chmielewski,
30:00 Eric Garland, Rara Avis

News of staff cuts at newspapers around the
country has become fairly common lately.
Among those who have been laid off or have
taken buy-outs are film critics at dozens of
dailies and weeklies. Though a plethora of
movie blogs exist on the Web, critics whose
work appears in print seem to be a dying
ENT breed.

4/4/08

20:00

Henry Sheehan, Jean
Oppenheimer, Claudia
Puig

Larry and critics Jean Oppenheimer of
Village Voice Media, and Claudia Puig of
USA Today, review some of the week’s new
feature films including Leatherheads, Nim’s
Island, My Blueberry Nights, Chapter 27,
and Sex and Death 101, as well as the
documentaries Shine A Light and Imaginary
Witness. The critics will also discuss the
career of director Jules Dassin, who passed
ENT away this week at the age of 96.

4/4/08

20:00

Jean Oppenheimer,
Claudia Puig

4/5/08
4/6/08
4/6/08

1:00
1:01
1:02

Felde
Roman
Felde

4/7/08

1:05

Watt

4/7/08

1:14

Guzman

4/7/08

1:30

Cuevas

4/7/08

2:45

Binkowski

TRANS Orange County street named for daughter
ENT Charlton Heston dies at Beverly Hills hom
HIST Boy Scout Jamboree put OC on the ma
LAPD promotes first Asian American to Deputy
COPS Chief
California Teachers Association organizes bus
EDU tour to protest proposed budget cuts
Economist makes dire predictions on eve of IE
IE business and housing summit
Taco trucks are losing half an hour on some
BUS streets of L-A County

Michael Evans, Chris
Ritter

Sandra Tsing Loh discovers that for her kids,
there IS such a thing as "too much television."
City Council to approve rate increases for wate
ENER and power

4/7/08

2:50

Loh

4/7/08

2:50

Watt

China Olympics boycott?; South Africa honors
POLI Rep. Waters; Boxer vs. Interior Secretary

4/7/08

4:07

Stoltze

Navy Seal from Orange County earns
IE posthumous Medal of Honor
An Orange County deputy sat watching a
baseball game and text-messaging while a mob o
inmates fatally attacked another prisoner. What
types of reforms must be instituted if the Sheriff’s
OC Department hopes to recover from this scandal?

4/7/08

4:12

Cuevas

4/7/08

00:13

Adolfo Guzman-Lopez

4/7/08

00:18

Alberto Torrico, Pat
Macht, David Vogel

If you are determined to make socially responsibl
investments, are you forfeiting a profit to make a
point? And how does one determine subjective
ART “socially responsible” behavior?
With music sales online eclipsing those of brick
and-mortar operations, has the time for iTunes
ART taxation arrived?
In his new book “Common Wealth: Economics fo
a Crowded Planet,” Jeffrey Sachs argues the
current state of the global economic system and
pinpoints the steps to achieve environmental
sustainability that the world is so desperately in
ECON need of.

4/7/08

00:17

Charles Calderon, Judy
Chu

4/7/08

00:24

Jeffrey Sachs

General David Petraeus, Commanding General o
Forces in Iraq, and Ambassador Ryan Crocker
will testify to House and Senate committees this
MIL week on the current situation in Iraq.

4/7/08

00:30

Wayne White, Michele
Flourney, Julian Barnes

More than 60 UCLA Medical center
patients’ confidential records were breached
by an employee who was fired in May of
2007. The woman responsible, whose name
has not been released, looked at the medical
records of California first lady, Maria Shriver
as well as those of actress Farrah Fawcett
and 31 other politicians, well-known people,
HEAL and non-celebrities.

4/7/08

20:00

Charles Ornstein

Larry talks with NPR’s new Ombudsman,
Alicia Shepard about NPR’s programming,
MEDI and takes calls from listeners

4/7/08

40:00

Alicia Shepard

Larry and his guests discuss the latest
developments in the Presidential race
including the resignation of Hillary Clinton’s
chief strategist, Mark Penn; the Clinton’s tax
returns, the current super delegate count, and
John McCain’s speech today (MON) on the
POLI Iraq war.

4/7/08

30:00

Linda Feldman, Peter
Nicholas

Larry talks with author David King Dunaway
about his biography of Pete Seeger, How
Can I Keep from Singing: The Ballad of
Pete Seeger that chronicles the life of folk
LIT legend and political activist, Pete Seeger.

4/7/08

30:00

David King Dunaway

ART 3 Southland people win 2008 Pulitzer Priz
Workers on reality TV shows file wage claims
ENT against prod companies
Approval for Wetlands park as well as green ligh
ENV to billboards
Jamiel's Law aim is to target gangbangers from
IMMIG outside US
Grand Jury finds violations of procedures by OC
LAW deputies in largest jail
OC Sheriff answers questions at board of
OC supervisors meetings on grand jury report
High gas prices raise concern; airline industry
ECON turbulence; Live Nation expands

4/8/08

1:00

Watt

4/8/08

1:03

Watt

4/8/08

1:26

Peterson

4/8/08

1:58

Binkowski

4/8/08

2:37

Guzman

4/8/08

2:39

Guzman

4/8/08

4:40

Stoltze

LA City Council voted today to post two 76-foo
tall digital billboards in order to create a new park
YOUT in South Los Angeles.
Acting Sheriff Jack Anderson has called in the
FBI to do a thorough investigation of civil rights
violations at the facility. Sheriff Anderson joins
Patt to discuss the investigation into these
appalling findings.
LAW
His newest book “Who’s Your City?” explores the
impact on where one resides and how a single
location can influence all aspects of a life- from
finding the right job to discovering the perfect
ART mate.
General Petraeus and Ambassador Crocker are
testifying today before two Senate committees on
the status of Iraq. Patt examines the questions,
the answers, and the senator/candidates
questions in light of their respective bids for the
POLI presidency.

General David Petraeus, Commanding
General of Forces in Iraq, and U.S.
Ambassador to Iraq, Ryan Crocker, testify
Tuesday morning to the Senate Armed
Services Committee on the current military
and political situation in Iraq. Gen. Petraeus
is expected to propose a temporary freeze in
the withdrawal of U.S. troops in order to
reduce escalating violence Iraq. Larry Mantle
talks with experts about the current state of
affairs in Iraq and will analyze the testimony
LAW before Congress.
HEAL Californians insurance premiums keep going up
Bill would give law enforcement one more way t
POLI stop dogfighting
Patt checks in on the torch’s topsy-turvy tour o
San Francisco fraught with last minute changes
SPOR and throngs of protesters.
The Los Angeles City Council votes today on
three electrical rate hikes that will total 9%. The
remaining 15% comes from subtle 1% increases
added every 3 months, which the council may
ENER implement without a vote.
Five foundations have formed a bipartisan politica
foundation called California Forward to help the
state balance the budget, elect less partisan
POLI legislators and provide better public services.
Patt gets the latest news from the streets of San
Francisco where the torch relay has been cut in
half and rerouted – sometimes to unknown
POLI places.
How is LAUSD expected to resolve these issues
YOUT while facing a $4.8 billion dollar budget cut?
A new series by KCET, which will be unveiled
tonight, "Global Watch," will delve into the
nuances of perceptions of the U.S. abroad by
MEDI speaking with individuals across the globe.
After moving the torch inland away from
protestors and media, one dogged journalist
caught up with the torch and joins Patt with an
POLI update.
American Airlines grounded over one thousand
flights across the country for on going
TRANS maintenance inspections on Wednesday.

4/8/08

00:13

Jack Weiss, Jan Perry

4/8/08

00:09

Jack Anderson

4/8/08

00:28

Richard Florida

4/8/08

00:52

Dan Senor, Wayne White,
David Welna

4/8/08

60:00

Daniel Serwer, Loretta
Sanchez, Marina
Ottoway, Steven Cook,
Michael O’Hanlon

4/9/08

2:11

Small

4/9/08

3:30

4/9/08

00:13

Small
Dean Karnazes, Gil
Gross, Tseten
Panucharas

4/9/08

00:09

David Zahneiser, Brian
Watt

4/9/08

00:25

Leon Panetta

4/9/08

00:04

Sarah Varney

4/9/08

00:33

David Brewer

4/9/08

00:12

Bret Marcus

4/9/08

00:06

Mary Ann Ostrum, Sarah
Varney

4/9/08

00:15

Brian Watt, Matthew
Wald, William Swelbar

Orange County Register reporter, Jennifer
Muir, found that scores of California officials
and their families have special license plates
that often shield them from traffic tickets and
toll road violations. The confidential license
plate program was initially designed in 1978
LAW to keep law enforcement officials safe.

4/9/08

40:00

Jennifer Muir, Todd
Spitzer, Sandre
Swanson

Larry Mantle talks with Steven Cuevas,
KPCC’s Inland Empire Reporter, Cassie
MacDuff, columnist with The Press
Enterprise, and David Kelly, staff writer for
the L.A. Times , about the latest news,
events, and developments in the Inland
IE Empire.

4/9/08

20:00

Steven Cuevas, Cassie
MacDuff, David Kelly

4/9/08

40:00

Andrea Chang, Ian
Gregor, Peter Goelz,
Julius Maldutis, Scott
McCartney

American Airlines cancels flights for systems
checks, leaving hundreds of thousands of
BUS travellers stranded
According to author Eric Wilson, all this
effort isn’t making our lives any better; in
fact, he says bad moods make us more
creative and innovative: think of people like
Dickinson, Proust and Goya. Larry talks with
Wilson this morning about the theories in his
new book: Against Happiness: In Praise of
LIT Melancholy.
SCIE DPW's gearing up for global warming
American Airlines passengers on cancelled
TRAV flights
Two scientists share major environmental prize
SCIE from USC
Hundred of would-be delegates throw off by
POLI candidates
New study predicts IE will continue to be jobs
IE population leader
The story rocked the city of Los Angeles last July
when the mayor admitted having an ongoing affa
with television anchor and reporter Mirthala
POLI Salinas. We finally hear Salinas' side of the story.
What was supposed to be a symbol of hope and
international cooperation has turned into a giant
protest and, some would say, a pointless waste o
POLI police manpower. How did it come to this?
Emergency rooms are getting busier, but it's due
as much to wealthy people. The problem may be
more about structural flaws in our medical care
system that make it too hard to see a doctor whe
ECON you need one.
Made up of more than 500 photographs and rare
ephemera from 1870 to 1930, the book explains
HIST how and why Los Angeles drew so many.
The arts and crafts movement is the signature
architecture of Los Angeles. Nowhere is that
better exemplified as in "The Gamble House."
HIST The house will turn 100 tomorrow.

SPOR

4/9/08

20:00

Eric G. Wilson

4/10/08

1:08

Binkowski

4/10/08

1:16

Watt

4/10/08

1:30

Peterson

4/10/08

1:57

Felde

4/10/08

2:12

Cuevas

4/10/08

00:09

Shawn Hubler

4/10/08

00:28

Anita De Frantz, Dean
Karnazes, Mary Ann
Ostrom

4/10/08

00:33

Ellen Weber, Marshall
Morgan

4/10/08

00:11

Tony Zimmerman

4/10/08

00:07

Don Waldie

4/10/08

30:00

Scott Schafer, Tseten
Panucharas, David
Wallechinsky

While the Olympic torch makes its way to
Beijing people around the world are
protesting many of China’s practices. Larry
and his guests discuss how China is dealing
with the negative publicity it’s receiving
because of their relations with Tibet and
Taiwan, their citizens’ lack of individual
freedoms, and their choice to do business
FOR with Sudan.

4/10/08

30:00

Jeffrey Bader, Ed
Berkey, Susan Shirk

Texas authorities have removed over 400
children from the YFZ Ranch, a polygamist
compound in West Texas. The raid was
made after a 16 year-old girl made an
anonymous call from the Ranch complaining
LAW of physical and sexual abuse.

4/10/08

30:00

Matt Phinney, Harvey
Hilderbran, Brenda
Jensen

In her new book Winner Takes All, Wall
Street Journal columnist Christine Binkley
chronicles how a world-renowned art
collector, an aging billionaire and an
economist from Harvard Business School
came to battle one another for the Vegas
LIT Strip.

4/10/08

30:00

Christina Binkley

Councilman zine says ask all gang members thei
LAW immigration status
LAW Cops warn gays … easy targets for gang
DIS Commercial salmon fishing season cancelle

4/11/08
4/11/08
4/11/08

1:02
1:04
1:21

Stoltze
Moran
Small

As the Democratic nomination fight mercilessly
drags into to the next primary it guarantees that
politicians will continue to say stupid things. Why
turn to another witless pundit when you can turn
ART to us for breathless analysis?
Los Angeles Councilman Dennis Zine wil
introduce a proposal today to amend Special
Order 40 and require LAPD officers who are
investigating gang members who might be
undocumented to check on their immigration
IMM status.

4/11/08

00:13

Ben Gleib, Wayne
Federman

4/11/08

00:24

Dennis Zine, Sergio Diaz
Andrew Blankstein

In his new book “America: Our Next Chapter,”
Chuck Hagel provides answers to our country’s
greatest concerns and describes how to build the
POLI strongest foundation for America’s future.

4/11/08

00:28

Chuck Hagel

20:00

Kenneth Weiss, David
Landecker, Carla Fisk

40:00

Garrett Therolf, Zev
Yaroslavsky, Yvonne
Braithwaite-Burke

LAB

4/11/08
LA County Department of Health Services
Director Dr. Bruce Chernof resigned
yesterday (THURS). Dr. Chernof said his
decision was unrelated
to the failure to find a new operator for KingDrew Medical Center. Larry and his guests
discuss the ramifications of the resignation
for County Dept. of Health Services, which
faces a $750 million deficit over the next two
years.

HEAL

4/11/08

Larry and FilmWeek critics Lael
Loewenstein and Wade Major, talk about
why foreign language films have such a hard
time finding distribution in the U.S., how
critics can encourage audiences to see them,
and why Americans seem to have such an
ENT aversion to sub-titles

4/11/08

30:00

Lael Loewenstein,
Wade Major

4/11/08

30:00

Lael Loewenstein,
Wade Major

Larry and critics Lael Loewenstein of Variety
and Wade Major of boxoffice.com and
CityBeat, review some of the week’s new
feature films including Smart People, Street
Kings, The Take, and The Visitor ,as well as
the documentaries Bra Boys, Orthodox
Stance, and Young & Restless in China. The
critics will also discuss the “City of
Lights/City of Angels” Festival of French
films that run from April 14 to 20th at the
Director’s Guild theatre. They also talk
about the life and career of Charleton
Heston, who passed away this week at the
age of 84.
ENT
LABOR sag talks with AMPTP to begin Tuesday, April 15
Port workers remember veteran longshoreman
OBIT killed on the job
POLI Protests for a free Tibet come to Los Angele
HEALTH MLK update
Latest forecast on when and where we're likely t
DIS get next big earthquake
ECON Tax tips from Nic Roman
TRANS Plane removed from Compton hous
Group of LA library users protests library loan
ECON fees
Screen Actors Guild tries to be unfied as talks
LABOR with AMPTP begin Tuesday
Sandra has a lot of trouble getting a good nights
ART sleep
POLI Mayor to deliver state of the city address tonight
Another $7 billion dollars needed to fix medica
LAW care in state prisons
POLI Mayor to deliver state of the city address tonight
Brad Sherman on legality of war in Iraq; New
member of Cal delegation:Pelosi on Free Trade
POLI Bill
Toll roads are not new, but the idea of charging to
use faster lanes is... that's what's under
consideration in Los Angeles and it's raised the
ECON ire of some motorists.
Last week Homeland Security Secretary Michae
Chertoff issued waivers suspending more than 30
laws he said could interfere with “the expeditious
construction of barriers” along the Mexico-U.S.
SEC border
Tomorrow (Tuesday) Pope Benedict XVI begins a
five-day trip to the United States, his first visit
since being elected in 2005. The pope, who is 80
will visit Washington and New York, with stops at
the White House and the United Nations.
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Up to this point manufacturing workers wanted to
believe that the archetypal American industrial job
could not only be protected but even resuscitated
to its glory days. How did they receive the
candidate’s tough love?
POLI

4/14/08

00:20

Scott Paul

Mayor Villaraigosa gives his State of the City
address, where he will lay out his plans for
managing these problems and more that will
LAW challenge Los Angeles in the months ahead.
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Frank Stoltze

While speaking to a group of wealthy
California donors in San Francisco on
Sunday April 6, Senator Barack Obama
made comments about small-town voters that
have caused vehement responses from his
POLI opponents.
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40:00

Bill Carrick

As the second mayor of Los Angeles,
Benjamin Davis Wilson's legacy lives on
most notably as the namesake of Mount
Wilson. But Wilson was also a prominent
war captain in 1846, a founding father of
would-be University of Southern California
and the grandfather of General George S.
Patton Jr. In his biography of Don Benito
Wilson, author Nat B. Read documents the
mayor's lasting impact on Southern
California, including his many landholdings,
which would become Pasadena, Culver City,
LIT Beverly Hills and beyond.
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Nat B. Read

L.A. Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa has asked
the federal government to ease up on local
workplace immigration crack-downs out of
concern that it will affect the city's economy.
Burt Homeland Secretary Michael Chertoff
has refused, saying that pain experienced by
employers is a sign that the enforcement
GOV approach is working.
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n/a

New numbers show the there is a good
chance So Cal will have a large earthquake
ENVI in the next 30 years.
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Dr. Tom Jordan

Tom Sleigh has been selected as the 2008
winner of the $100,000 Kingsley Tufts
Award for Space Walk . Janice Harrington
has been selected as the 2008 winner of the
$10,000 Kate Tufts Discovery Award for
Even the Hollow My Body Made Is Gone.
Both poets join Larry Mantle to talk about
LIT their work and the awards.
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Large delegation of local officials to lobby
POLI congress
LABOR Labor uinions begins three day marc
OC Supervisors approve putting more cameras in
OC jail
Grassroots groups call on San Fernando Valley t
IMM march
Riverside Co cement plant may be source o
IE hexavalent chromium pollution
Budget crisis forces Riverside Unified to close
IE historic school
LAW Mayor releases details fo gang pla
LAW Mayor releases details fo gang pla

Wal-Mart introducing fresh groceries; New condo
ECON complex in Beverly Hills
Budgetary constraints, overpopulation, and
archaic computer systems are just a few of the
issues facing the California State prison system.
Corrections secretary James Tilton will no longer
be in charge of implementing change within the
system.
President Bush is giving a Rose Garden speech
tomorrow on climate change to lay out the way he
thinks the U.S. can reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. He is expected to spell out a strategy
POLI for long-term goals for curbing emissions.

FOR

SCI

POLI

POLI

Figures compiled by Dutch government scientists
show China produced 6.2 billion tons of carbon in
2006, compared to nearly 5.8 billion tons for the
US. What's going to happen as Chinese
economic growth continues?
The RMS Titanic sank 96 years ago today
claiming 1,517 lives and becoming an indelible
tragedy of seafaring history. Did the greatest
luxury liner in history sink so fast because it was
built on the cheap?
National Geographic’s May issue will be devoted
entirely to China, with articles looking at China’s
economic boom, emerging middle class, growing
pains, increased pollution and future potentials
and challenges.
Bush insists he will be at the Olympics, but he
hasn’t decided if he will make an appearance at
the opening ceremony. Patt asks listeners if they
think Bush should attend the Olympics and
opening ceremony.
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On his way to United States for his first
official visit, Pope Benedict XVI opened up
about the church’s sex abuse scandals. He
told reporters that he is “deeply ashamed” by
the scandal and it is causing “great
suffering.” This morning Larry talks with
church leaders and critics about these
remarks and what else to expect from the
RELI Pope’s visit to the United States.
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David Gibson, Father
Joseph Fessio, Lisa
Miller, George Weigel

Senator John McCain outlined his economic
proposals in a speech this morning at
Carnegie Mellon University. The
presumptive presidential nominee for the
Republican Party called for tax cuts, higher
premiums for Medicare and a gas tax break
POLI for the summer.
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Johanna Neuman, John
Irons, Rea Hederman
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Mary Roach

Scientists have always been fascinated by sex
-- from Leonardo da Vinci to Alfred Kinsey,
from human intercourse to farm animal
insemination. Author Mary Roach discusses
the relationship of sex and science
throughout history, in her new book BONK:
LIT The Curious Coupling of Science and Sex .
LAW Activists renew push for three strikes reform
US Supreme Court upheld lethal injection
LAW execution
Riverside Co cement plant may be source o
IE hexavalent chromium pollution
Heade of state's Dept of Corrections is stepping
LAW down
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Southern Californias who track chenicals in our
ENV environment
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Executions have been delayed in California
because of arguments claiming the drugs might
not always work as intended. With 669 people on
death row in this state alone, Patt discusses the
ruling’s implications for California.
SAC
With different studies coming out all the time on
vitamins and other products, how do you know
what information to trust?
A year ago Patt spoke with Kevin Anderson of the
campus newspaper “Collegiate Times” about the
horrors of the day. Now, she gets back in touch
with Kevin to learn about the lasting impact of the
massacre and how the school and community
LAW have recovered.
As food prices soar and a sinking economy keeps
people cooking at home, restaurants are looking
for innovative ways to lower their costs while
keeping customers happy.
Tonight in Philadelphia will mark the first time in
50 days that Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama
will share a debate stage, and even after dozens
of previous rounds, the championship fighters
should be ready to score hits and draw blood.

This morning (WED) the Supreme Court
upheld Kentucky's method of executing
prisoners by lethal injection. Kentucky's
three drug "cocktail" is used to sedate,
paralyze and kill inmates. Similar methods
are used by over two dozen other states. The
Court's 7-2 vote clears the way for states to
resume executions that have been on hold for
nearly 7 months. Larry and his guests
LAW discuss the ramifications of today's ruling.
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Dr. John C. Eastman,
Jesse Choper, Ellen
Kreitzberg

The current rules of the LAPD’s Special
Order 40 prevent officers from arresting or
questioning a suspect on immigration status.
In the wake of the shooting death of high
school student Jamiel Shaw Jr. outside of his
home, Councilman Dennis Zine along with
the victim’s father are calling for amendment
LAW of Special Order 40.
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Deputy Chief Sergio
Diaz, Peter Bibring,
Tom Fitton

Perhaps no other family in our lifetime has
achieved global notoriety like the Bin
Ladens. But what's the untold story behind
the family's rise to power and privilege in
Saudi Arabia? Larry Mantle talks with twotime Pulitzer Prize winner Steve Coll
(COLE) about his new book, The Bin
Ladens: An Arabian Family in the American
LIT Century .
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Food, toys, clothing, and electronic goods:
almost all have the tag "Made in China."
What is the price we're willing to pay to keep
POLI the cost of these items down?
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Alexandra Harney

LA City Attorney wants to expand prosecutor in
EDU the schools program
Two women convicted in murder for profit
LAW scheme
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UCLA Students state "lie-in" to mark anniversary
EDU of VA Tech shootings
Judge rules water projects in Cal are violating
ENV endangered species act
TRAV New scanner at LAX
2 day music benefit to aid effort to stop deser
IE landfill from opening
OC Report shows OC hate crimes down overa
California officials rethinking the way we make
ENV and use chemicles
Congressman Barney Frank is one of the biggest
players in the sub prime mortgage crisis. He’s
trying to help homeowners ride this out and says
the mortgage industry had better pitch in or it face
POLI more regulation, like it or not.
What about people who just wanted a bigger
house and knowingly signed a loan they couldn't
really afford? Is it the responsibility of more
HOUS sensible tax payers to bail them out too?
Back in the early days of Disney animation, Wal
Disney had a trusty team of animators known as
the Nine Old Men. This week the last of these
legendary freehand animators passed away at th
age of 95. From
The National Toxicology Program, a part of the
National Institutes of Health, has concluded that
chemicals used in some plastics may harm
YOUT fetuses, babies and children.
Developer Ed Roski Jr. now wants to bring
football back to LA. Roski announced plans today
to build a 75 thousand seat stadium in the City of
ECON Industry.
Microsoft will no longer make the previous
operating system, Windows XP, available on new
PCs. The result: outrage from some computer
corners and an online “Save Windows XP”
petition.

Cookies, pastors, pardons, and bitterness
were some of the topics raised in last night’s
Democratic debate between Senators Clinton
and Obama. Although both candidates said
they think the other is electable and they
each promised not to raise taxes on
individuals making less than $200,000 a
year, the rest of the two-hours was not as
POLI agreeable.
Larry Mantle talks with William Lobdell,
City Editor of the Orange County Edition of
the Los Angeles Times , Orange County
Register senior editorial writer and
columnist, Steven Greenhut, and Gustavo
Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer about the
latest news events and developments in
MEDI Orange County.
What would it take to have peace on the
Middle East and why have successive U.S.
presidential administrations failed to broker a
lasting resolution to the conflict between
FOR Arabs and Israelis in that region?
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Larry Mantle talks with Steve Lopez,
columnist for the L.A. Times about his new
book, The Soloist: A Lost Dream, An
Unlikely Friendship and the Redemptive
Power of Music (Putnam). In his new book,
Lopez chronicles the story of Nathaniel
Ayers, a homeless man that Lopez met on
L.A.’s skid row, a former promising graduate
from Julliard that is troubled by mental
MEDI illness.
Edward Roski launches plan to build NFL
stadium in Industry
Lawmakers wants to put reins on Indian Casion
expansion
State panel raises concerns about representation
for indigent defendants
Med school thrives while MLK continues to
flounder
Los Angeles City Councilman Herb Wesson has
floated the idea of a “billboard district” in
Koreatown that would run for 17 blocks from east
to west. Is this a recipe for urban blight or urban
renewal?
Patt speaks with Hirsi Ali about her tumultuous
life, views on how to end Islamic extremism and
what happens when Western and Muslim
societies collide.
The new millimeter wave machine unveiled in
Terminal 5 hunts for explosives and weapons by
looking through your clothes. TSA officials claim
that pictures of passengers are unable to be
stored, printed or transmitted.
For years, major retailers have reported the
monthly store sales figures and used these
numbers to forecast their annual profits. Now that
the economy is headed south, however, those
same stores have become much more reticent
about their sales.
National unemployment figures are released and
they don't look good for California. But maybe the
numbers don't present the whole picture. Patt
finds out.
A shaker in Chicago? But earthquakes aren'
supposed to hit the Midwest! Patt checks in with
seismologists about an unusual temblor in the
heartland.
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Electronic billboards spark controversy in
neighborhoods. Selling space for billboards
BUS in exchange for greenspace
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In the first analysis of its kind, a new RAND
study has found that nearly 300,000 service
men and women who have returned from
Iraq and Afghanistan report symptoms of
PTSD or major depression. And although 20
percent of military service members are
suffering from these illnesses only slight
FOR more than half have sought treatment.
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What are the connections between different
primate species and human behavior and do
certain human behaviors mirror traits of
specific primate species? Cal State Fullerton
is hosting "Which is Our Inner Ape? Bonobos, Chimpanzees and Gorillas
Revisited,” a conference sponsored by the
Southern California Primate Research
SCI Forum.
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Brian Hare, Sandy
(Alexander) Harcourt

In his recent article for The Atlantic, Ross
Douthat examines how the Iraq War and
Pres. Bush have sent the movie industry back
to the paranoid, cynical era of the 1970s.
Larry talks with Douthat about his theory
that the industry is again trying to connect
with Americans who are trying to cope with
a military quagmire, rising oil prices,
ecological destruction, and political
ENT corruption.
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Ross Douthat

Two Chapman Avenues, two men named
OC Chapman
OC Loan officer gets ten years for stealing from
LAW homeowners
IE Fontana mayor spoofed in You Tube video series
Bad budget year could end incentive bonus fo
LAW new officers
SPORT Lakers begin their basketball playoff ru
TRANS Proposed revamp stalled at LAX
Riverside Co cement plant may be source o
IE hexavalent chromium pollution
Congressman Howard Berman and former
President Carter on Hamas;Feinstein on
POLIO accidents on runaways at LAX
LA City/ County release proposed budgets fo
POL fiscal 2008-2009
US Postal Service honors pioneering Los
ART Angeles journalists
The invasion of Iraq and the "War on Terror" are
fought primarily with guns and bullets, but a
media blitz was part of the Pentagon's strategy
MIL from the beginning.
Whole Foods is taking the anti-plastic push a
step further. It will use Earth Day to mark the end
ECON of plastic bags at its stores.
Carolyn Jessop is the first woman ever to be
granted custody in an FLDS case. Jessop joins
Patt to talk about the largest child custody case in
RELI US histor
Kluge is by definition a clumsy or inelegant
solution to a problem and an appropriate title for
this book, in which he explains the propensities of
the human brain for faulty memory, poor decisionSCI making and fits of rage.

Preview of tomorrow's Democratic Primary
POLI in Pennsylvania
What is it really like to run one of the largest
daily newspapers in the country? Writer RJ
Smith learned quite a bit about it when he
spoke with all the living former editors of the
MEDI Los Angeles Times.
Larry talks about former president Jimmy
POLI Carter's meeting with Hamas officials.
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Bullies have long been problem on the
playground, and now they can even reach
your child at home through the internet.
Many schools have adopted bully-prevention
programs, but they have met with limited
LIT success.
MIL
IE
IE
ENV
IE
OC
ECON

Fisher House will provide lodging for families o
veterans in treatment
68 year old R&B singer Al Wilson dies in San
Bernardino
Court receive recommends troubled mobil park
stay open
Earth Day has taken over ten blocks of Wilshire
Boulevard
AQMD holds meeting about emissions from
Riverside County cement plant
Governor declares Irvine land state natura
landmark
Unemployment figures; budget cuts;housing and
gas figures; immigration crackdown
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa proposed a city budge
yesterday that includes plans to raise fees, cut
services and lose jobs. County Chief Executive
Officer William T. Fujioka proposed a less
austere budget but warned cuts will probably
come in the future.
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As the voters in the Keystone State mercilessly
go to the polls we break down our first grasp at
anything concrete and attempt to take away some
conclusions in a Democratic nomination process
that will drag on for at least one more month.
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In their book, “Beautiful Minds: The Parallel Lives
of Great Apes and Dolphins,” Bearzi and Stanford
detail how these two creatures share the skills of
SCI complex communication and social interaction.
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Maddalena Bearzi, Craig
Stanford

The life expectancy for women has dropped abou
5 years since the early 1980’s in certain pockets
of the US and across the globe. Low income
HEAL areas appear to be the most affected.
The Walt Disney Company has launched a new
film production unit called Disney nature to
produce and distribute its own collection of nature
ENVT documentaries.
Scientists speculate that the reptiles’ harsh
environment and propensity for eating sick and
wounded animals favored the evolution of
ENVT antimicrobial proteins in their bloodstreams.

Larry checks in with reporters and analysts in
Pennsylvania to discuss voter turnout for the
POLI Pennsylvania primary.
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Jeff Zeleny, Dante
Chinni

Since Jessica's Law went into effect last year,
registered sex offenders must live at least
2000 feet from schools or parks in California.
Yet last week, 10 day care centers and foster
homes were shut down when registered sex
LAW offenders were found living in them.
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Suja Lowenthal, Dr.
Tom Tobin

Larry Mantle talks with Chris Thornberg,
of Beacon Economics, and Robert Scott,
Senior Economist for the Economic Policy
Institute, about the pros and cons of NAFTA,
and about its resurgence as an issue in the
LAW Presidential election.
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Chris Thornberg,
Robert Scott

In his new book The Great Warming,
anthropologist and historian Brian Fagan
reveals how subtle changes in the
environment had far-reaching effects on
human life and how the power of climate
LIT change may disrupt our lives today.
HEAL KIDS
HEAL
MEDI
OC
DIS

LA County council releases reports on child
death, abuse and abandonment
LAUSD to start random tests on drinking fountain
water
Academic calls on re-opening of Salazar
investigation
OC Toll road opponents voice concern
Six months since wildfires destroyed more than
16 hundred homes in San Diego

TRAV US relaxes travel restrictions on Chinese tourists
What will it take for Americans to put away thei
charge cards? What will it take for you change
your spending habits?

Imagine if the next time you return from a trip to
Mexico or Canada, a customs official takes your
computer and reads your files? They have the
right to do that, according to a ruling by the 9th
TRAV Circuit Court of Appeals.
The first three months of this year saw a record in
housing foreclosures in California; four times
more than last year. That means the pain of the
housing crisis is mounting

Larry and guests provide analysis of
Tuesday’s Democratic primary results in
POLI Pennsylvania.
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Author Noah Feldman answers this question
in his new book: The Fall and Rise of the
Islamic State. Feldman talks with Larry
about the history of Shari’a law and the
renewed promise it could hold for Muslims
LIT and Westerners alike.
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To commemorate this event, writers
Veronique de Turenne and Ernest Vasquez
created Port of Los Angeles: An Illustrated
History from 1850 to 1945 . Larry Mantle
talks with de Turenne about the book and the
LAB early history of the port of L.A.
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Veronique de Turenne

OC Grand Jury recommends countrywide
OC moratorium on fireworks
LAW San Bernardino scrutinizing child care facilities
Dodgers owners announce plan to renovate
SPORT Dodger Stadium
the City is banning certain types of jets in an
effort to curb noise. However, the Federal Aviatio
Administration says the ban itself is illegal.
A promenade, restaurants and a museum are
among the new structures to be added to Dodger
Stadium as part of a half-billion dollar renovation
SPOR project unveiled today.
As technology advances, cell phone, cameras,
televisions, and music players are getting packed
with features to make them more competitive -but are the features going to waste?
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The salaries of Legislators, the Governor and
several other elected state officers has been on a
slow, steady upward tick for the past few years in
spite of chronic state debt. This year appears to
SAC be the end of that trend:
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The rising price and falling availability of
rice, wheat, corn and other commodities has
caused riots in some developing countries.
Now comes news that some local retailers are
struggling to meet the demand for rice here
FOR in the United States.
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Larry Mantle talks to Stanford Law School
Dean, Larry Kramer about the business of
law. Dean Kramer believes that law firms
have grown too large, the ratio of associates
to partners too high, and that profitability has
trumped skill as the measure of success and
LAW prestige among lawyers.
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Larry Mantle talks with author Carl Honoré
about his new book, Under Pressure:
Rescuing Our Children from the Culture of
Hyper-Parenting. In it he examines the
dangers of micro-managing our children and
how to find the balance between too little
LIT and too much when it comes to parenting.

4/24/08

20:00

Carl Honoré

4/24/08

10:00

Nina Totenberg

4/25/08

1:59

Peterson

4/25/08

2:11

4/25/08

00:13

Cuevas
Peter Schey, Nitin
Dhopade, Steven
Camarota

4/25/08

00:09

Dr. Christopher Lowe

4/25/08

00:10

Arun Venugopal

4/25/08

00:07

Steven Cuevas

Organized crime is getting technologically smart
and politically savvy. They are now involved in all
sectors of the economy, including cigarettes, oil
and pharmaceuticals. What does the new mob
LAW look like and how do you fight it?
Scott Douglas witnesses the spectrum of
absurdities that grace these literary houses on a
daily basis.

Should parents have their small children
YOUT sleep in bed with them?

Justice Scalia will discuss the release of his
upcoming book Making Your Case: The Art
of Persuading Judges , which was co-written
with legal writing expert Bryan Garner. Larry
Mantle speaks with Nina Totenberg about
MEDI Justice Scalia.
LAUSD to start random tests on drinking fountain
HEAL water
Do's and don'ts for weekend's Coachella Music
IE Festival
Patt looks at how ICE agents conduct their raids
LAW and asks if they are legit.
A shark killed a 66-year-old triathlete as he swam
SCI 20 miles north of a San Diego beach.
Three undercover detectives were acquitted in th
death of Sean Bell and the shooting of two of his
friends in November of 2006 outside a club in
RACE Jamaica, Queens
More than 150,000 fans are expected to converg
in Indio for the 9th annual festival where over 125
bands will gather for three days of desert
ENT performances

Banks of all sizes find themselves in troubled
times because of exposure to lousy loans and
increased foreclosures, highlighting the
importance of the protection afforded by the
HOUS Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Scott Simon talks about the exploration of urban
POLI politics through his newest novel.

4/25/08

00:13

Sheila Bair

4/25/08

00:09

Scott Simon

Last night Joel Grover, reporter for KNBC,
Channel 4 in Los Angeles, aired an
investigative report into kids’ lead exposure
in LAUSD school fountains and the pipes
connected to them. He found that schools
aren’t flushing the taps on the fountains as
they’re supposed to do under an 18 year old
directive – and some plant managers at the
schools are faking logs that the district
YOUT started to require last fall.

4/25/08

20:00

Joel Grover, David
Holmquist

Larry talks with LA Times Architecture
Critic, Christopher Hawthorne, about the
$500-million redesign of the 46-year-old
SPOR Dodgers Stadium.

4/25/08

20:00 Christopher Hawthorne

Larry Mantle talks with KPCC reporter
Frank Stoltze about last night’s debate
between Mark Ridley Thomas and Bernard
Parks. The two are running for the
Supervisor’s seat being vacated by Yvonne
POLI Burke.

4/25/08

20:00

Frank Stoltze

This new documentary chronicles the story
of Tomas Young, a 26-year-old soldier who
was shot and paralyzed from the chest down
after serving in Iraq for less than a week.
The film was produced and directed by Phil
ENT Donahue and Ellen Spiro.

4/25/08

30:00

Phil Donahue, Ellen
Spiro

30:00

Wade Major, Jean
Oppenheimer, Charles
Solomon

Animation critic and historian, Charles
Solomon, also joins Larry to talk about the
Best of the Ottawa International Animation
ENT Festival at REDCAT.
Streets named after man who cultivated the
boysenberry
Amusement Park named for family who cultivated
boysenberry
Patricia Nazario live on Sierra Madre wildfir
Patricia Nazario live on Sierra Madre wildfir
Patricia Nazario live on Sierra Madre wildfir
Patricia Nazario live on Sierra Madre wildfir
Patricia Nazario live on Sierra Madre wildfir
Patricia Nazario live on Sierra Madre wildfir
Patricia Nazario live on Sierra Madre wildfir
Brooke Binkowski live on Sierra Madre Fir
Brooke Binkowski live on Sierra Madre Fir
Brooke Binkowski live on Sierra Madre Fir
Court receiver recommends troubled mobile hom
park stay open
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1:00

Felde
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1:00
1:38
1:48
1:59
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2:16
3:05
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1:21
1:21
1:23

Felde
Peterson
Peterson
Nazario
Nazario
Peterson
Peterson
Peterson
Binkowski
Binkowski
Binkowski

4/28/08

1:27

Cuevas

DIS Adolfo Guzman Lopez live on Sierra Madre Fire
DIS Brooke Binkowski live on Sierra Madre Fir
DIS Brooke Binkowski live on Sierra Madre Fir

4/28/08
4/28/08
4/28/08

1:27
1:31
1:36

Guzman
Binkowski
Binkowski

DIS Adolfo Guzman Lopez live on Sierra Madre Fire
The department's director the LAC's safety net
HEAL crisis
Sale of cars down: Rebate Checks; home
ECON entertainment

4/28/08

1:39

Guzman

4/28/08

3:39

Nazario

4/28/08

3:43

Lacter

HIST
HIST
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
IE

A wildfire near the community of Sierra
Madre burned dangerously close to homes at the
foot of the rugged San Gabriel Mountains
early today, but firefighters stood their ground and
turned the flames back.
As the Bush Administration’s experiment of
injecting—by force if necessary—democracy into
Muslim and Arab countries stumbles unsteadily
into its seventh year, questions abound about the
ability of Islam and democratic government to
peacefully coexist.
As the oil just begins to be pumped out from
under the Brazilian surf we analyze the potential
long-range ramifications
Author Kevin Phillips talks to Patt about how and
why our nation is in an ongoing state of financial
crisis.
The Grand Theft Auto video game franchise has
been a constant source of controversy and debat
since the first installment was introduced back in
1997
Today the Supreme Court OK'd Indiana's vote
I.D. law, which requires voters to present photo
identification at the polls.

4/28/08

00:06

Adolfo Guzman Lopez

4/28/08

00:07

Abdullahi Ahmed AnNa’im

4/28/08

00:17

Peter Zeihan

4/28/08

00:13

Kevin Phillips

4/28/08

00:06

4/28/08

00:17

Trudy Schafer, Darry
Sragow

4/28/08

20:00

Brooke Binkowski,
Nathan Judy

Tax rebates will begin showing up in some
people's bank accounts today. But analysts
say many Americans are likely going to
spend their rebates on basic necessities,
including gas and food, and to pay down
ECON debt.

4/28/08

20:00

Jack Kyser

Roy Romer, former superintendent of Los
Angeles Unified schools, will join Eli Broad
and other leading philanthropists, business
leaders and economists to discuss the crisis
in American education, its impact on the
country’s future, and current reform efforts to
ensure all students will graduate with the
skills needed to compete in a global
ECON economy.

4/28/08

20:00

Roy Romer, Eli Broad

Larry talks with election law expert, Rick
Hasen, about the 6-3 ruling which Democrats
and civil rights groups said would deter poor,
older and minority voters from casting
ballots. Backers of say photo IDS are needed
LAW to deter voter fraud.

4/28/08

20:00

Rick Hasen

4/28/08

Jeremy Gruber, Mark
20:00 Rothstein, Kelly Vogel,

DIS
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ECON
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ENT

LAW

Fires raged for much of the weekend and
continue to send thick plumes of smoke
above the hills of Sierra Madre. Larry checks
in with KPCC's reporter on the scene, fire
ENV fighters and other emergency officials.

Genetic tests available to people with family
histories of breast cancer, Alzheimer's or
some other fearful disease are the same ones
that might also cost them their jobs or health
insurance. A bill banning discrimination
based on genetic information passed the
HEAL Senate Thursday in a 95-0 vote.

Larry speaks with guest Philip L. Fradkin
about his critically-acclaimed book Wallace
Stegner and the American West. The book
that chronicles the life and accomplishments
of American historian, conservationist, and
Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Wallace
LIT Stegner.
DIS Brooke Binkowski live on Sierra Madre Fir
Cal State Fullerton releases revised economic
OC forecast
Residents of a small town in the Foothills are
DIS grateful today
Coachella organizer offer reward for lost inflatable
IE pig
Public Hearing regarding Countrywide buyout by
ECON Bank of America
San Bernardino County authorities ask for help
LAW catching metal thieves
Assembly Speaker condemns immigration raids
IMMIG at workplaces with new legislation
DIS Brooke Binkowski live on Sierra Madre Fir
Opening argument in trial of man accused of
LAW causing fatal Metrolink crash
Federal judge to decide fate of troubled mob
IE home park
Gov's $20 billion deficit projection doesn't add up
SACTO yet
Gov's $20 billion deficit projection doesn't add up
SACTO yet
OC Some OC cities worried about state budget cuts
IMMIG Californians lobby for changes to immigration law
When the economy slows down in the United
States it’s not just Americans that suffer: The
freefalling value of the dollar has driven up the
price of oil and other commodities for every
POLI country, especially those in the Third World.
We stare down the ugly truth about the budget
spending and debt of the U.S. with the director of
POLI the CBO.
When Being Green Can Earn you Green:
ENER Intersection of the Environment & Profits

4/28/08

20:00

Philip L. Fradkin
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1:51

Watt
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2:11

Cuevas
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2:30

Small

4/29/08

2:32

Small
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2:51

Valot

4/29/08

2:52

Felde

4/29/08

00:13

John Gapper, Allan
Hubbard, Suzanne Nora
Johnson

4/29/08

00:09

4/29/08

00:13

Peter R. Orszag
Joseph Aldy, Jeff
Seabright, Richard
Kauffman

Bush said Congress has dragged its feet on
proposals to drill in the Artic National Wildlife
Refuge, build more refineries, make more student
POLI loans available and help homeowners in crisis

4/29/08

00:17

Congressman Brad
Sherman, Congressman
John Campbell, David
Welna

State budget deficit projections were dire
enough at $14.5 billion, but new reports
from Governor Schwarzenegger's office show
shortcomings are now at a dizzying $20
ECON billion through June of 2009.

4/29/08

20:00

HD Palmer, Darrell
Steinberg

Bank of America Corp. said Monday that, as
part of its acquisition of Countrywide
Financial Corp, it will modify some $40
billion in mortgage loans to help
ECON homeowners from defaulting.

4/29/08

10:00

Mark Lacter

30:00

Gareth Lacy, Steve
Renteria, Michael T.
Risher

It’s been an informal practice for a while but
now California has made it official. When a
DNA match cannot be made from evidence
found at a crime scene, the California Justice
Department can use that DNA to find a
SCI relative of whoever left it behind.

4/29/08

Jimmy Carter had Billy Carter, Bill Clinton
had Roger Clinton and Hillary Clinton has,
well, Bill Clinton. Most presidents and
presidential contenders seem to have
someone close whose behavior damages their
campaign. For Barack Obama, it's his former
POLI pastor, Jeremiah Wright.

4/29/08

30:00

n/a

Brilliant scientific successes have helped
shape our world, and are always celebrated.
But for every victory, there are countless,
LIT little-known, mishaps.

4/29/08

30:00

Simon LeVay

Book published about undocumented immigran
students at UCLA
Not much activity on Capitol Hi
LAPD promises its changed how it treats crowds,
media
Unscrupulous attorneys and notaries
After scores of people were injured at last year's
May Day fair and Police Chief Bratton’s quick
apology and vow to change the way the
department handled such cases in the future,
what can we expect for tomorrow's May Day
celebrations?
Middle-class Americans, reeling from high
transportation costs and rising utility bills, are
partially responsible for the 10% increase in
customers at the Los Angeles Regional Food
Bank, which is struggling to keep up with
demand.
Negotiations between the Screen Actors Guild
and Hollywood studios don’t seem to be making
the progress that both sides have been hoping
for.
Hardest hit these days by the strike are crew
members. These behind-the-scenes workers are
now scrambling to pay for groceries and make
mortgage payments – some have already filed for
bankruptcy.
Legendary oilman and dealmaker T. Boone
Pickens is promoting natural gas as the best fuel
alternative for cars and has announced that he
plans to build the world’s largest wind farm to
generate over four thousand megawatts of
electricity.

4/30/08
4/30/08

1:00
4:10

Watt
Felde

4/30/08
4/30/08

4:37
4:38

Stoltze
Nazario

4/30/08

00:13

Frank Stoltze, Angelica
Salas

4/30/08

00:09

Michael Flood

4/30/08

00:09

Richard Verrier

4/30/08

00:17

Richard Verrier

4/30/08

00:13

T. Boone Pickens

Pamela Paul talks to educators, psychologists
and parents about why the culture of
YOUT overindulgence may not be best for our children.

4/30/08

00:18

Pamela Paul

Los Angeles Police officials announced
yesterday that they had wrapped up over 300
investigations of racial profiling and
concluded that none had merit. The
announcement had some LAPD critics
outraged. But how does one judge racial
LAW profiling?

4/30/08

20:00

William Bratton,
Delores Jones-Brown

Are we in a recession? Recent numbers show
the economy has slowed down, but is not
retracting. Economists spend a lot of time
discussing whether or not the word
"recession" is appropriate, but at the end of
the day, people are still paying more for
ECON everything, especially gas and food.

4/30/08

20:00

N/A
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Larry Mantle talks with William Lobdell,
City Editor of the Orange County Edition of
the Los Angeles Times , and Gustavo
Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer about the
latest news events and developments in
OC Orange County.

4/30/08

20:00

William Lobdell,
Gustavo Arellano

40 million Americans are without health
insurance. Yesterday (TUES) Senator John
McCain announced his plan to tackle the
country’s health care crisis. Larry and his
guests discuss the details of the Senator’s
proposal to find out who benefits, who loses,
HEAL and who pays the bill

4/30/08

30:00

Joseph Antos, Dr.
Richard Brown

Larry talks with literary critic and columnist
Nicholas Basabanes. His latest book,
Editions & Impressions, brings together the
LIT best of Mr. Basbanes’ book journalism.

4/30/08

30:00

Nicholas Basbanes

OC
IMMIG
POLI
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IE
IE
IMMIG
IMMIG
IMMIG
IMMIG
IMM

Various CA agencies team up to implement traffic
safety plan
Federal Government admits to medica
negligence in immigrant case
Patt Morrison talks with Gov Schwarzenegger a
Milliken Institute
Thousands of Longshoremen walk off job at Wes
Coast ports
US Marine from Riverside will face murder trial in
civilian court
Inland Empire tops list of most polluted areas in
US
Brooke Binkowski live on May Da
Adolfo Guzman Lopez live on May Day
Adolfo Guzman Lopez live on May Day
Brian Watt live on May Day
Thousands of people march in LA for immigration
reform

Two large immigrant-rights marches will make
their way through downtown Los Angeles today in
observance of May Day; the LAPD and other city
agencies have been working with march
organizers in the hopes of avoiding anything like
IMM last year’s violence in MacArthur park.
Today the Congressional Joint Economic
Committee held a hearing that asked how higher
food prices are impacting American families, and
the answer in short was that the detrimental
POLI effects were growing.
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5:14

Guzman
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Brian Watt, Frank Stoltze,
Lt. Ruben de la Torre,
Bethany Leal, Steven
00:50 Camarota, Chip Mitchell

5/1/08

00:13

George Braley

5/1/08

00:09

Patt gets an update on the immigrant-rights
IMM marches taking place today

5/1/08

00:26

Donald Terry
Adolfo Guzman Lopez
Brian Watt, Gustavo
Arellano

One year ago today Los Angeles’ May Day
immigration rally ended in conflict as
protestors and journalists met with
aggressive LAPD resistance. Because of the
unrest, the police department issued a
mandatory crowd control and crisis
RACE management program for all officers.

5/1/08

The economic downturn is taking a toll on familie
outside of the United States. Due to fewer jobs
and with efforts to punish employers who hire
illegal immigrants, Latino immigrants are keeping
RACE their money in the states.

30:00

Joel Rubin, Anjelica
Salas

In Ladies of Liberty: The Women Who
Shaped Our Nation (Morrow), author and
journalist Cokie Roberts looks back at some
of the remarkable women who helped move
our young country forward, from the
inauguration of John Adams in 1797 to the
inauguration of his son, John Quincy Adams
LIT in 1825.

5/1/08

30:00

Cokie Roberts

The West Coast ports from Oakland to Long
Beach represent key economic entry points -and potential choke points -- for the US
LAB market and economy.

5/1/08

10:00

Craig Merrilees

In a time of record food prices and record
profits for agro-business, many are bristling
as Congress is poised to pass a $300 billion
farm bill that continues $5.2 billion a year in
direct payments that will be disbursed to
LAW farmers.

5/1/08

20:00

Dan Morgan, Jack
King, Daniel Imhoff

In his debut novel Beautiful Children ,
Charles Bock captures Las Vegas with scope
and nuance and provides a glimpse into a
LIT microcosm of modern America.

5/1/08

30:00

Charles Bock

IMM Frank Stoltze live on day-after report on May Day
Hollywood tips its hat to Puff Daddy and rap
ENT music
Troubled Riverside cement plant hit with lawsui
IE over emissions
California's governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger
sits down with Patt Morrison and talks about the
challenges that face him and our state: securing
water supplies, balancing infrastructure
improvements with climate change, working with
a governing system often locked in partisan
politics - and most importantly - the budget crises
ECON that affects it all.
Feith's book, “War and Decision,” is the first to
come from within the Department of Defense on
the inside thinking prior to and in the first stages
MIL of the Iraq war.
While legislators are considering laws to put new
credit card consumer protections in place, federal
regulators are making their own proposals that w
help curb practices described as unfair and
ECON deceptive.
We put Janeane Garofalo through the paces with
a light edition of “Comedy Congress,” get her
analysis on the never-ending Democratic
nomination process and take your phone calls
ENT challenging her well publicized political positions.

But a feature in today's LA Times says that in
light of the growing budget deficit, now
looming at $20 billion, a tax hike is back on
the table. Is the Governor laying the
groundwork for a tax increase, even as he
publicly continues to say "no way!" Larry
LAW tries to find out.
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Nazario
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Cuevas
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00:22

Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger
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00:26

Douglas Feith
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00:22

Nessa Feddis, Gail
Hillegrand, Kathy Kristof

5/2/08

00:26

Janeane Garofalo

5/2/08

30:00

Evan Halper, Aaron
McClear, Raphael
Sonenshein

Taco truck owners and their culinary fans are
up in arms over an ordinance recently passed
by the LA County Board of Supervisors. The
new law, which is set to go into effect on
May 15, will make it illegal to park vehicles
LAB in the same spot for longer than one hour.

5/2/08

30:00

Phil Greenwald, Ron
Mukai, Miriam Torres

May officially kicks off the summer movie
season. Larry and our FilmWeek critics ask
our listeners what films they’re looking
ENT forward to and why

5/2/08

30:00

Lael Loewenstein,
Claudia Puig

30:00

Lael Loewenstein,
Claudia Puig, Charles
Solomon, Peter Rainer

Larry and critics Lael Loewenstein, of
Variety, Claudia Puig, of USA Today, and
Charles Solomon, of amazon.com review
some of the week’s new feature films
including Iron Man, Made of Honor,
Redbelt, as well as the documentaries
Standard Operating Procedure and
ENT Swimming in Auschwitz.
Amusement park named for family who started
berry farm
Bison grazed in Irvine
Pellicano jury resumes deliberations toda
Iraqi files suit against US military contractors
SB authorities trying to get drug Salvia banned in
California
Applying for a rally permit for June 17
EPA standards for ozone;tudent loans; Feinstein
on interrogation
Lawmaker and high school terachers wan
protections of campus newspapers
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Guzman
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Jason Felch, Keith Devlin
Paul Coleman,
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00:21

Larry McMurtry
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00:05

Roy Peter Clark
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00:31

John Kabateck, Dean
Preston, John Peterson

5/5/08

00:09

Mike Garcia

5/5/08

00:08

Chris Cillizza

Will Yahoo! Accept Microsoft's bid for a
TECH buyout?

5/5/08

20:00

Ina Fried

Negotiations between the Screen Actors
Guild and Hollywood studios are scheduled
to resume today (MON) three days after the
ECON union backed off some of its demands

5/5/08
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Steve Gorman
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EDU CSU Dominguez Hills inaugurates new presieent
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Innocent people may begoing to jail based on col
cases matches in the DNA database that have
one chance in three of flagging the wrong person.
In a rare interview, McMurtry talks with Patt abou
his life, his work, and his prediction of a future
with bookless libraries.
People love catchphrases, as evidenced by the
hundreds of wordsmiths who recently submitted
snappy mottos surmising the state of journalism
in six words.
The opaque nature of California’s initiative is true
to form with competing propositions 98 and 99
coming up on this June’s ballot that, on first
glance, have similar objectives.
Over the weekend 2,000 unionized janitors from
Orange County, some earning as little as
$350/week, authorized their leaders to call a
strike.
With Barack looking to put this thing in the books
and Hillary seeking to cement her comeback, we
get a preview of the latest primaries in a
seemingly perpetual nomination process.

Larry Mantle talks with Anna Sklar, author
of Brown Acres: An Intimate History of the
Los Angeles Sewers, an historical narrative
that examines the complex and alarming
story of one of the major metropolitan
LIT sewage networks in the country.

5/5/08

30:00

Anna Sklar

Larry Mantle and guests provide a preview of
the upcoming primary elections in both
POLI Indiana and North Carolina.

5/5/08

30:00

Mark Barabak, Mary
Hartnett, Jack Betts

Larry talks with Susanne M. Jaeggi, a
postdoctoral fellow in psychology at the
University of Michigan and co-author of the
study “Improving fluid intelligence with
training
on working memory,” and Nahmoo Soh, a
junior at the University of Michigan who
participated in the training, and learns how
LIT to get even smarter.

5/5/08

30:00

Susanne M. Jaeggi,
Nahmoo Soh

Somebody's stealing manhole covers out of Long
LAW Beach streets
EDU Major drug bust at San Diego State Universit
Drug enforcement teams running out of money
LAW for drug enforcement
BUS Unions; illegal immigrants
Competing redistricting proposals from gov and
POLI outgoing assembly speaker nunez
POLI How the candidates stand on immigratio
The DWP is proposing today a three tiered
system to charge energy users – the more power
you use, the higher the tier you go, the pricier you
bills become. But those living in the sweltering
San Fernando Valley “hot zones” might get cut a
ENER break.
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Ryan Alsop
Richard Close, Holly
Schroeder
Bill Boyarsky, Charles
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Bill Plaschke

5/6/08

00:17

Dr. Kevin Jablonski, Rana
Parker

Larry gets the latest news from Indiana and
POLI North Carolina on primary day.

5/6/08

20:00

Mark Barabak, Jim
Morrill

An LA Unified middle school administrator
has been charged with 13 felony sex-related
counts involving three teenage girls. 39 yearold Steve Thomas Rooney, an assistant
principal at Markham Middle School in
Watts, has been charged with three counts of
forcible lewd acts upon a child, six counts of
lewd acts upon a child and four counts of
EDU unlawful sexual intercourse.

5/6/08

20:00

Howard Blume

The proliferation of oversized homes on
small lots could come to an end in some parts
of Los Angeles under an ordinance that will
be considered today by the Los Angeles City
HOUS Council.

5/6/08

20:00

n/a

Manhole covers are disappearing like hotcakes
from Long Beach, with nearly 50 cast iron lids
stolen from the streets in the past eight weeks
POLI LA adopts anti-mansionization
ECON So with so much money floating around transport
Kobe wins MVP
LAPD psychologist, Kevin Jablonski and LAPD
dietician, Rana Parker are trying to create a leane
LAW department.

Tragedy struck Myanmar on Saturday as a
cyclone pounded the country for 10 hours,
leaving behind a slew of destroyed boats,
wreckage, flooded streets, and devastated
families. 22,000 people have been killed so
FOR far, with another 41,000 missing.
Car wash wporkers to announce unfair labo
practices claims against Vermond Car Wash
Southland government association unveils transi
plan for next 25 years
LAUSD relieves two top administrators in vice
principal student sex probe
LAUSD relieves two top administrators in vice
principal student sex probe
Riverside County considers four-day work week
as way to cut traffic, pollution

5/6/08

David Montero, Rachel
Wolff, Pyi Maung (“Pie
Mong”), Nyunt Than
(NEE-unt Tan), Grace
Michael
60:00

5/7/08

1:00

Watt

5/7/08

1:05

Watt

5/7/08

1:08

Guzman

5/7/08

1:08

Guzman

5/7/08

1:10

Cuevas

IE Student in San Bernardino protest budget cuts
IMMIG Immigrants die in federal custody
OC residents weigh in on what THEY want in a
OC new sheriff

5/7/08
5/7/08

1:27
2:25

Cuevas
Schmitz

5/7/08

2:39

ECON The Writer's Guild resolved their issues with the A

5/7/08

00:13

Valot
Jim Kennedy, Alan
Rosenberg

5/7/08

00:33

Jimmy Carter

5/7/08

00:26

Mike Chrisman, Robert
Lempert,

5/7/08

00:05

Patricia Nazario

00:17

Tom LaBonge, Molly
Peterson, Bernadette
Soter
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Patt talks not only about powerful mothers with
President Carter but also covers his recent, highl
criticized meetings with Hamas.
Combine the diminished snow pack with the loss
of traditional water sources and California is, onc
again, on water watch.
Mimicking SEIU janitors in Orange County, SEIU
janitors in Los Angeles today voted to authorize a
strike. Only this time, union members have
already taken to the streets, picketing in front of
office buildings.
One year after fire destroyed nearly a fifth o
Griffith Park ablaze, much of the park has
reopened while other parts remain closed. From
smoking bans to the recovery fund, has anything
changed?

5/7/08

Wrap-up of NC and Indiana primary
POLI elections.

5/7/08

30:00

David Menefee-Libey
(LIE-bee), Sherry
Bebitch Jeffe

Larry talks with Bob Stern, the Center’s
President, and Raphe Sonenshein, Professor
of Politics at CSU Fullerton, about how to
bring California’s system of “direct
st
POLI democracy” into the 21 Century.

5/7/08

30:00

Bob Stern, Raphe
Sonenshein

In his book Sick: The Untold Story of
America's Healthcare Crisis--and the
People who Pay the Price , Jonathan Cohn,
senior editor at The New Republic ,
chronicles and documents the history and
LIT hazards of American Healthcare.

5/7/08

30:00

Jonathan Cohn

Larry Mantle talks with experts and takes
listener calls about whether or not parents
should reveal their youthful indiscretions to
YOUT their kids.

5/7/08

30:00

Judy McCleese, Mark
Schuster

ECON LAC janitors go on strike
LAUSD Superintendent David Brewer defencs
EDU actions in teacher sexual abuse case
ENV Silverlake Reservoir being fille
Cal public colleges join forces to fight off
EDU proposed budget cuts

5/8/08

1:10

Nazario

5/8/08
5/8/08

1:13
3:23

Guzman
Jahad

5/8/08

3:26

Small

Consumer borrowing jumped more than double
the amount economists forecast back in March,
increasing by $15.3 billion mostly in the form of
credit card debt.
In an attempt to reaffirm its apolitical position
amidst criticism of China’s handling of Tibet, the
International Olympic Committee drafted a letter
SPOR clarifying what qualifies as protest.
Barack Obama took a leisurely stroll through the
House chambers this morning with an
almost—dare we say it—presidential air about
him.
Patt opens the phones to KPCC's listeners abou
their relationship to Israel and how it has changed
HIST and evolved over time.

00:13

Michelle Singletary

5/8/08

00:33

Katie Thomas, Darry
Seibel, Tommie Smith,
David Wallechinsky

5/8/08

00:13

Ryan Grim, Ron Elving

5/8/08

00:33

Rob Eshman,

5/8/08

BUS Environmentalists reach a deal
…well, will she? After a heavy loss in NC
POLI and a close one in Indiana.

5/8/08

20:00

Eileen Anderson, Bill
Corcoran

5/8/08

20:00

Jack Shaw

Larry Mantle talks with Steven Cuevas,
KPCC’s Inland Empire Reporter, Cassie
MacDuff, columnist with The Press
Enterprise, and David Kelly, staff writer for
the L.A. Times, about the latest news,
events, and developments in the Inland
MEDI Empire.

5/8/08

20:00

Steven Cuevas, Cassie
MacDuff, David Kelly

60:00

Jacob Dayan, Carolyn
O’Hara, Paul Scham,
Daniel Gordis, Jeffrey
Goldberg

It has been 60 years since the establishment
of the state of Israel; the world’s first, and
only, Jewish State. In 1947 the United
Nations approved the partition of the
Mandate of Palestine into two states, one
POLI Jewish and one Arab.
IE
LAW
ENV
OC

PE teacher at military accused of physically
abusing student
Mayor vetoes plan to hire outside lawyers t
handle lawsuit
LA county officials open 50 acres of wetlands in
Long Beach
Vietnamese "diva" comes out about her battle
with breast cancer

In the aftermath of the May 6 primaries in North
Carolina and Indiana, superdelegates are moving
to close ranks behind Senator Barack Obama.
With a veto threat looming and the bill moving on
to the Senate, Patt talks to industry experts and
Congressmen from both sides of the aisle who
ECON supported the bill.
Controversial public figures like Sam Zell and
Rupert Murdoch are shaping different visions of
corporate media ownership, while recent
investigations have revealed a concerted effort by
the Pentagon to feed messages to television
ECON military analysts.
TRAN Is the SUV really dying a slow death, and what ca
"Iron Man," "Batman" and "No Country for Old
Men"... nearly all Hollywood movies have one
thing in common: men. As the summer movie
season starts, it seems that Hollywood executive
have all-but forgotten about the concept of the
ART leading lady.

Currently, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
estimates the state deficit to be as high as
$20 billion. Larry talks with Evan Halper
from the L.A. Times and takes calls from
LAW listeners.

5/8/08
5/9/08

1:03

Cuevas

5/9/08

1:04

Stoltze

5/9/08

1:33

Peterson

5/9/08

4:40

Valot

5/9/08

00:06

Ed Espinoza

5/9/08

Gary Miller, Thomas
Davidoff, Francis
00:16 Creighton, Xavier Becerra

5/9/08

00:26

5/9/08

00:22

David Folkenflik
Paul Taylor, Keith
Naughton

5/9/08

00:26

Susan Savage, Claudia
Puig, Melissa Silverstein

5/9/08

30:00

Evan Halper

Democratic State Senator Jack Scott has been
selected as the next Chancellor of the
POLI California Community College system.

5/9/08

10:00

Jack Scott

Larry talks with international journalist Lijia
Zhang about her new memoir: Socialism Is
Great ! Zang chronicles the dramatic changes
in her life that went from Communist Youth
League member and Chinese missile factory
worker to Tiananmen Square protest
LIT organizer.

5/9/08

20:00

Lijia Zhang

Every week nearly a dozen movies open in
the U.S. Most are independent films that
won't ever see more than two weeks in a
theater. Some think there are too many
independent movies, too many bad movies,
too many festivals, too many critics, too
many awards shows and too many
ENT multiplexes.

5/9/08

30:00

Wade Major, Andy
Klein

Larry and critics Wade Major, of
boxoffice.com and CityBeat, and Andy
Klein, of CityBeat, and Charles Solomon,
animation critic for amazon.com review some
of the week’s new feature films including
Speed Racer, The Fall, A Previous
Engagement, Before the Rains, and the
ENT French film OSS 17 – Cairo, Nest of Spies.

5/9/08

Wade Major, Andy
30:00 Klein, Charles Solomon

HIST Red Hill in Tustin named for its ore
HIST Street honor big landowne
Overseers of UC and CSU systems to vote on fee
EDU hikes
Culver City based Operation USA deals with two
DIS Asian disasters in different ways
POLI Be a pollworker for June primar
POLI Deadline coming
Ex LAPD officer convicted of leading home
LAW invasion robbery ring to be sentenced today
San Bernardino County considers banning sex
IE offenders from ice cream trucks
IE Coachella farm workers win lawsu

5/10/08
5/11/08

1:02
1:00

Felde
Felde

5/12/08

1:00

Guzman

5/12/08
5/12/08
5/12/08

1:00
1:01
1:02

Watt
Felde
Felde

5/12/08

1:02

Stoltze

5/12/08
5/12/08

1:09
1:24

Cuevas
Cuevas

IE Country crooner Jerry Wallace dies in Victorville

5/12/08

1:24

Cuevas

5/12/08

1:34

Stoltze

5/12/08
5/12/08
5/12/08

2:48
3:40
3:43

Loh
Shaw
Small

5/12/08

3:45

Lacter

5/12/08

4:01

Myers

5/12/08

1:00

Guzman

Patt talks with Nunez about his accomplishments
over his six years in Sacramento politics and his
SAC next career move.
Patt finds out what to expect in the next TV
season.

5/12/08

00:13

Fabian Nunez

ART

5/12/08

00:09

James Hibberd

Inglewood police chief expresses condolences,
LAW explains shooting of unarmed man
Sandra has some trouble getting moms togethe
ART for a rally
POLI Farm Bill; free trade bill;housing bi
SACTO Hospitals struggle with Medi-Cal cuts
Housing market hitting bottom; gas prices
BUS increasing; retailers cutting back
California makes history as first African American
POLI woman becomes speaker
San Bernardino County considers banning sex
IE offenders from ice cream trucks

Manjoo joins Patt to discuss how, in today’s
blogging, YouTube-filled world, new technologies
allow people to avoid ideas that contradict what
ENT they “know” to be true.
What can the U.S. do to help contain violen
Mexican drug cartels, and will the effects be felt
LAW across the border?

5/12/08

00:26

5/12/08

00:22

Farhad Manjoo
Jorge Chabat, Juan
Marcos Gutierrez, Mary
Anastasia O’Grady

A fight spawned by warring graffiti crews at Locke
High School escalated into a campus wide riot.
RACE Underlying the conflict was familiar racial tension.
Today Bob Barr announced his candidacy fo
president as a Libertarian

5/12/08

00:09

Adolfo Guzman Lopez
Earl Perkins,

5/12/08

00:17

Bob Barr

One of the worst earthquakes in decades
struck central China on this morning, killing
nearly 9,000 people, trapping about 900
students under the rubble of their school and
causing a toxic chemical leak, state media
reported. The 7.8-magnitude earthquake
devastated a hilly region of small cities and
FOR towns in Sichuan and nearby provinces.

5/12/08

40:00

Barbara Demick, Dean
Hirsch, Steven
Matthews

In addition, AB 624 would require these
foundations to disclose this information on
their websites and in their annual reports.
The bill is coming before the Business,
Professions & Economic Development
Committee today in the California Assembly.
Larry speaks with a supporter and an
LAW opponent of the legislation.

5/12/08

20:00

Orson Aguilar, David
A. Lehrer

Heavy fighting broke out Monday between
government supporters and opponents in
Lebanon's second-largest city, where the two
sides battled with rocket-propelled grenades,
heavy machine guns and mortars, security
FOR officials and residents said.

5/12/08

Borzou (bore-ZOO)
Daragahi (dare-uh-GAH
hee) , Howard
LaFranchi
30:00

In her book Relentless Pursuit: a year in the
trenches with Teach for America , freelance
journalist Donna Foote follows four
young corp members through a year of the
program at schools throughout the country.
One of those schools is Locke High School
in Los Angeles. Larry speaks with Foote
about the Teach for America experience and
whether it truly helps bridge the divide
LIT of educational inequities in our country.

5/12/08

30:00
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OBIT

LAW

SAC

TECH

California's first female speaker will be sworn in
today
Patt talks with a seismologist about how the
China quake relates to our own temblor-prone
region.
Patt discusses Rauschenberg’s life and impact
on contemporary art.
How common is it for amateur players to accep
gifts, and why doesn’t Mayo face any
repercussions for his behavior?
Patt asks to the executive director of the
California Budget Project about what she
foresees in the governor’s plan.
Carl Hiaasen offers us a confessional about his
tumultuous return to the fairways in his latest
book, “The Downhill Lie: A Hacker’s Return to a
Ruinous Sport.”

Donna Foote

5/13/08

1:01

Small

5/13/08

00:06

Kate Hutton

5/13/08

00:06

Jeremy Strick

5/13/08

00:20

Colin Cowherd, Nick
Roman

5/13/08

00:10

Jean Ross

5/13/08

00:11

Carl Hiaasen

Updates from the natural disaster devatation
FOR in Asia
Larry and his guests talk about the relief
efforts that are being mounted by various
Chinese/American groups to send help to the
FOR earthquake damaged regions of China.
A hearing was held yesterday in San Diego
for five La Jolla men charged with the
LAW murder of a pro surfer Emery Kauanui, Jr.
In his book, A Voyage Long and Strange:
Rediscovering the New World , Pulitzer Prize
winner Tony Horwitz follows his curiosity
beyond Plymouth Rock. Larry talks with
Horwitz about his discoveries while trekking
LIT through North America for answers
Woman walks out of OC hospital with baby, faces
OC charges
LAW Tensions high after Soboba shootings
Thousands of teachers receiving layoff notices in
EDU California

5/13/08

20:00

Mark Magnier

5/13/08

20:00

Alice Mong, Wei
(WAY) Luo

5/13/08

20:00

Ian O'Roarty

5/13/08

60:00

Tony Horwitz

5/14/08
5/14/08

1:04
1:10

Valot
Cuevas

5/14/08

3:00

Keith

With a constitutional amendment that explicitly
outlaws gay marriage appeared to be headed
toward the November ballot, whatever the Court’s
decision tomorrow it’s guaranteed we haven’t
LAW heard the end of this debate.
ECON Gvoernor's May revise

5/14/08
5/14/08

00:11
00:16

Bob Egelko
Jordan Rau

Interior Secretary Kempthorne has stated it would
be “wholly inappropriate” to use protection of the
bears to guide our government’s efforts to cut
ENV green house gas emissions.

5/14/08

00:04

Ken Weiss

5/14/08

00:12

Susan Kennedy

How will the Governor balance the state’s fiscal
SAC needs and navigate treacherous political waters?
Today Patt turns the microphone on one o
POLI television’s best-known television journalists.

5/14/08

00:19

Barbara Walters

Larry talks with KPCC Sacramento reporter
Julie Small about the Governor’s May budget
revise. What stays in? What goes by the
GOV wayside? Larry finds out.
GOV Budget discussion.

5/14/08
5/14/08

20:00
20:00

Julie Small
n/a

Larry talks with NPR’s Ron Elving about
Hillary Clinton’s win yesterday in West
Virginia and what that means for her
POLI campaign going forward.

5/14/08

20:00

Ron Elving

5/14/08

60:00

Benjamin Nugent

Author Benjamin Nugent says there is more
to it than a love for science fiction and
pocket protectors. The self described “nerd”
talks with Larry this morning about his new
book: American Nerd: The Story of My
People . Nugent writes about his personal
experiences growing up and also examines
the evolution of “the nerd” in literature,
LIT culture and concept.
EDU
POLI
LAW
EDU

Education officials voice opposition to Governor's
budget proposal
Gov Schwarzenegger wants to borrow agains
future sales of Cal lottery
Inglewood police release audio communication
in shooting of unarmed man
CSU and Cal State Universities voted to raise
fees

5/15/08

1:00

Guzman

5/15/08

1:24

Small

5/15/08

1:30

Stoltze

5/15/08

2:05

Schmitz

Patt talks with attorneys and experts on both
LAW sides of the issue.
Indictment down from US Attorney in a cyber
TECH social network case that resulted in a suicide.

Larry Mantle talks with David Nahai,
General Manager of the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power about a
proposed plan to recycle wastewater to curb
water usage in Los Angeles. The plan would
move the city toward more water
ENV independence.

5/15/08

Shannon Minter, Adolfo
Guzman Lopez, Stuart
Gaffney, Jordan Lorence
David Codell,
00:53

5/15/08

00:09 Tom O’Brien, Jack Lerner

5/15/08

20:00

David Nahai

100:00

Jon Davidson, Brian
Brown, David Cruz,
Karen England, Clare
Pastore, Brian Brown

The California state Supreme Court plans to
issue its long-awaited decision on whether to
legalize same-sex marriage this morning
(Thurs). Justices heard a series of cases
brought by gay and lesbian couples, the city
of San Francisco and two gay rights
advocacy groups in early March. The gay
marriage ban was overturned this morning.
LAW Larry opens up the discussion.

5/15/08

Hollywood Private Eye found guilty on dozens o
LAW federal charges

5/16/08

1:00

Devall

5/16/08

1:00

Watt

5/16/08

1:01

O'Mara

5/16/08

1:02

Felde

5/16/08

3:30

Wilkinson

5/16/08

00:11

Arnold Steinberg, Bill
Carrick

5/16/08

00:10

5/16/08

00:10

Karen Bass
Anthony Wright, Lynn
Kersey

5/16/08

00:31

Maz Jobrani, Steve
Trevino

OBIT Legendary Napa Valley winemaker dies at age 94
Legal experts mulling over supreme court ruling
LAW to strike down ban on gay marriage
POLI New ballot design does away with bubble trouble
Legal experts mulling over supreme court ruling
LAW to strike down ban on gay marriage
Pat talks with two veteran political consultants
LAW from opposite sides of the political spectrum.
What does new speaker Karen Bass have to say
about plans to pull out of the 17.2 billion dollar
SAC deficit?
What are the healthcare ramifications of the
SAC budget cuts?
With Comedy Congress, we’re taking a humorous
look back at the week in politics and current
events, and a look ahead at the absurdities yet to
ENT come.

Larry and his guests discuss the affect that
yesterday’s Calif. Supreme Court “Gay
Marriage” decision will have on the
LAW Presidential election.

5/16/08

30:00

Phil Willon, David
Masci (MASH-ee),
David Menefee-Libey,
David Menefee-Libey

Larry Mantle talks with State Senator Mark
Ridley Thomas about his campaign for L.A.
County Supervisor for the 2nd district. He is
running against Bernard Parks for the seat
POLI being vacated by Yvonne Burke

5/16/08

30:00

Mark Ridley Thomas

A federal grand jury in Los Angeles has
indicted a Missouri woman for her alleged
role in perpetrating an online hoax on a 13year-old neighbor girl who subsequently
committed suicide. Lori Drew of suburban
St. Louis is reportedly helped create a falseidentity MySpace account to contact Megan
Meier, who thought she was chatting with a
LAW 16-year-old boy named Josh Evans

5/16/08

30:00

Rebecca Lonergan

Larry and critics Peter Rainer, of The
Christian Scienced Monitor , Claudia Puig,
of USA Today, and Charles Solomon,
animation critic for amazon.com review some
of the week’s new feature films including
The Chronicles of Narnia – Prince Caspian,
Noise, Roman de Gare. and the
ENT documentary Up the Yangtze.
HIST Tustin came in third
OC hosts largest collection of Chinese terra cotta
OC warriors in US
POLI Analyst sees kinks in Gov Schwarzenegger's plan
Emergency spending bill; climate change
POLI legislation; global piracy
Schwarzenegger releases revised budge
POLI proposal
Newt Gingrich’s knees are shaking after three
consecutive Republican losses in congressional
seats thought to be solidly red.
Is a racist, anti-Obama vote a guaranteed
phenomenon in the general election, or could
Obama’s candidacy prove to be the apex of race
RACE relations in America?
Are safety concerns at stake when right turn
drivers are targeted or there is a greater revenue
TRAN motivation in play?
From writing a musical about a concentration
camp to publishing a book of “Gay Haiku,”
Derfner shares his personal takes on identity and
LGB contradictions within the gay community.

5/16/08

30:00

Claudia Puig, Peter
Rainer, Charles
Solomon
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1:00

Felde

5/18/08

1:00

Valot

5/18/08

1:06

Small

5/19/08

3:25

Shaw

5/19/08

3:58

Small

5/19/08

00:13

David Mark

5/19/08

John Zogby, John
00:35 McWhorter, Eva Paterson,

5/19/08
5/19/08

00:22
00:09

Aaron Quinn, Russ Rader,
Dorothy Le
Jim McDaniel

5/19/08

00:17

Joel Derfner

Is the crisis so dire in Mynamar that the
world community should use force to deliver
aid to the disaster stricken population
FOR suffering in the aftermath of cyclone Nargis?

5/19/08

30:00

David Rieff

Juan Marcos Gutierrez, the newly appointed
Consul General of Mexico in Los Angeles
joins Larry Mantle to discuss a variety of
issues that influence our relationship with
Mexico including illegal immigration,
economic relations, remittances, and gang
activity and crime committed by Mexican
FOR nationals.

5/19/08

20:00

Juan Marcos Gutierrez

Multi-Grammy-winning Dianne Reeves, one
of the world's most captivating artists, returns
to UCLA Live on May 22 with an all-star
jazz quartet performing new material from
her first solo album in five years, "When You
ENT Know," released by Blue Note last month.

5/19/08

10:00

Diane Reeves

All Things Considered hosts Robert Siegel
and Melissa Block are in Sichuan (SISH-wan
Province covering the massive earthquake.
They were preparing for a special week of
China coverage that had been planned for
next week. The hosts were in Chengdu with
producers Andrea Hsu and Art Silverman
FOR when the quake struck.

5/19/08

10:00

Melissa Block and
Robert Siegel

The Supreme Court ruled on a number of
cases this morning including one on child
pornography and another in the case of man
convicted of plotting to bomb LAX. Larry
talks with Robert Pugsley of Southwestern
University School of Law about the
LAW ramifications of some of today's decisions.
Mirror neurons are cells that fire in our
brains not only when we perform a particular
action, but when we observe others
performing the same action. They’re the
reason we cry during movies and cringe
when strangers are suffering. Dr. Marco
Iacoboni of UCLA is one of the foremost
researchers in the field of mirror neurons,
and the author of the new book, Mirroring
SCI People.
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Soboba tribe consider lawsuit in wake of deputy
involved killings
First cases of west Nile virus discovered in San
Bernardino area
Family of Long Beach man shot by police says it'
file a wrongful death lawsuit
Monrovia's police union takes a wage dispute
public
Chinese Terra Cotta Warriors come to OC
Anthony Pellicano case; LA millionaire
Situation still tense between Soboba tribes and
authorities in wake of shooting
International relief agencies scrambling to help in
China
Depression often goes undiagnosed amongs
older people
What impact will Kennedy's diagnosis have leave
on the Massachusetts politics and the national
political landscape?
Despite the voter enthusiasm where Sens.
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton are still battling
for the nomination, the 1972 primary season
maintains the record-setter with 30.9% of eligible
voters casting ballots versus 30.2% this year.
In the coming years, that means US bills, like
foreign currencies, may come in different sizes or
with raised markings. Guest-host David Lazarus
looks at what this means for the future of US
currency.
Will the Senate Bill do enough to bail ou
mortgage holders in over their heads, and will
President Bush sign the eventual bill?
A new study by UCLA and Aarhus, Denmark of
13,000 kids links cell phone use by pregnant
mothers with hyperactivity and behavioral
problems in kids.
America’s deep social divisions are beginning
right on the street where we live – and that,
according to Bishop, can be dangerous to
American democracy.

Larry Mantle talks with Michael Rothfeld,
L.A. Times Staff writer, about a proposed
prison overcrowding settlement that would
reduce the number of inmates in California
by moving the low-risk offenders to local
county jails and community based
GOV rehabilitation programs.

5/19/08

20:00

Robert Pugsley

5/19/08

30:00

Dr. Marco Iacoboni
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1:17

Cuevas
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1:17

Cuevas
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1:34

Guzman
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5/20/08

1:36
3:47
3:53

Binkowski
Valot
Lacter

5/20/08

4:02

Cuevas

5/20/08

4:07

Schmitz

5/20/08

4:44

Valot

5/20/08

00:24

Dr. Keith L. Black, Dave
Wedge

5/20/08

00:07

Curtis Gans

5/20/08

00:17

Mitch Pomerantz, Chris
Danielsen

5/20/08

00:13

Thomas Davidoff, Allan
Fishbein

5/20/08

00:11

Leeka Kheifets

5/20/08

00:24

Bill Bishop

5/20/08

20:00

Michael Rothfeld

Larry talks with Carolyn Lockhead of the
San Fransisco Chronicle , about what the
different possible outcomes of today’s
primaries in Kentucky and Oregon could
POLI mean for the Obama and Clinton campaigns.

5/20/08

20:00

Carolyn Lockhead

Southern California home sales increased 22
percent in April compared to March, as
bargain-hunters bought lower-end homes in
HOUS areas hardest hit by foreclosures.

5/20/08

20:00

Andrew Lepage, Chris
Thornberg

Doctors at Massachusetts General Hospital
have found that a cancerous brain tumor
caused the seizure Sen. Edward Kennedy
suffered over the weekend. Preliminary
results from a brain biopsy show a malignant
POLI glioma.in the Senator’s left parietal lobe.

5/20/08

20:00

Dr. Neil Martin

In his new book, The Post-American World,
Fareed Zakaria describes a world in which
the United States will no longer dominate the
global economy, orchestrate geopolitics, or
LIT overwhelm cultures.

5/20/08

40:00

Fareed Zakaria
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1:00
1:30

Cuevas
Valot

5/21/08

1:32

Small

5/21/08

3:16

Small

5/21/08

00:13

5/21/08

00:27

Mark Gold
Carla Jacobs, James
Preis

5/21/08

00:07

Tom Gjelten

5/21/08

00:31

5/21/08

00:17

County sheriff offers initiatives aimed at improving
IE relations with Soboba tribe
OC UC workers vote on whether to strik
SACTO More Medi-Cal cuts threaten healthcare statewide
Children dropped from medical insurance
HEAL programs
David Lazarus checks out where you can safely
ENV lay down your towel this coming Memorial Day.
Guest host David Lazarus looks at the act and its
POLI unintended consequences.
Americans can purchase cell phones and cel
POLI service for family and friends living in Cuba.
American Airlines announced that starting June
15, it will become the first mainline carrier to
charge handling feels on all baggage and not just
TRAN excess luggage
Guest-host David Lazarus gets into the biology o
SCI the aging brain.

David Castelveter, Kate
Hanni
George Bartzokis,
Elizabeth Zelinski

Analysis of the Oregon and Kentucky
POLI primary elections.

5/21/08

30:00

Bill Carrick, Sherry
Bebitch Jeffe

After the third “surprise” Congressional
defeat to a Democrat in traditionally
Republican districts, many are questioning
the GOP’s future. Larry and his guests
discuss the state of the Republican party and
POLI the challenges that lie ahead.

5/21/08

30:00

Dan Schnur, Ross
Douthat

5/21/08

Leslie Martin, Steven
Castellon, Ph.D., Callie
Wight
60:00

Larry Mantle is joined by a panel of
experts and vets to discuss the challenges of
dealing with PTSD at the Post Traumatic
Stress Outpatient Services Unit at the West
HEAL Los Angeles VA Medical Center.
EDU
OC
OC
POLI

Study finds improvement among state's African
American public school students
Judge rules OC Sheriff cannot release inmate
early
Sudden downpour causes mudslides, debris
flows in OC canyons
California voters are unhappy about the directio
of their state

HEAL ptsd among kids who see, victim of gang violence
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Guzman
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1:00

Valot
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1:26

Valot
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1:34

Myers
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4:37

Stoltze

May Carmichael joins guest host David Lazarus
to talk about the medications and dilemmas facin
YOUT parents and doctors of bipolar children.
As part of KPCC’s special coverage of mental
illness, we take a look at the increasing use of
pharmaceuticals to treat mental illness in kids and
YOUT ask whether or not that trend should change.
Guest-host David Lazarus talks with Sandalow
about Pelosi, her life, and the future of women in
POLI American politics.
After a toasty 2 weeks of dry heat, multiple parts
of the Southland are now being graced with flash
flood warnings.
David asks KPCC's listeners about the fun stuff
POLI they watch and why they watch it.

USGS scientists have unveiled the most
comprehensive analysis of how a magnitude
7.8 earthquake would impact Southern
California. The scenario looks at the
possible loss of life and damage to
infrastructure, including transportation,
ENV power, and water systems.
Larry talks with Los Angeles City
Councilman Bernard Parks about his
campaign for L.A. County Supervisor for the
2nd district. He is running against State
Senator Mark Ridley Thomas for the seat
POLI being vacated by Yvonne Burke.
Larry Mantle talks with William Lobdell,
City Editor of the Orange County Edition of
MEDI the Los Angeles Times ,
Federal legislation requiring health insurance
companies to cover mental illnesses at the
same rate as physical illnesses is close to
becoming law. The House and Senate have
both passed parity bills, and the two houses
are working together to draft a version that
President Bush will sign, but they must do so
by the end of July for parity to become law in
HEAL 2009.
HEAL
IE
DIS
POLI

State regulators discuss health implications of
breathing smoke and soot
More wild weather could hit IE through Memoria
Day weekend
Large wildfire in Santa Cruz threatens homes and
forcing evacuations
Gov Schwarzenegger wants to scale back
services to help needy with daily tasks
As the prolonged primary season enters its fina
throws, politicos are placing bets on the top
contestants for vice president on both the
Democratic and Republican tickets.

McCain’s campaign made his medical documents
available in advance to the Associated Press
POLI selected media for a few hours today.
Some scientists are criticizing NASA for
spending billions on a future moon program
instead of developing technology to track and, it i
hoped, divert incoming meteorites that could
destroy a city or, conceivably, stamp out human
DIS existence.
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Dr. Larry Greenhill, Dr.
Lawrence Diller
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Marc Sandalow
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Susan Valot, Lynette
Round
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Bernard Parks
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Steve Greenhut,
William Lobdell,
Gustavo Arellano
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Margot Rosenbach
("ROSE-en-bahk"),
Rusty Selix, David
Wellstone, Andrew
Sperling, Kelly Vogel
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Lucy Jones
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Wilkinson
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Small
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00:13

Chris Cillizza
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00:07

Joanne Silberner

00:28

Dallas Abbot, Paul
Chodas, Rusty
Schweickart

5/23/08

Even though Hillary’s campaign signed off on the
sanctions of Michigan and Florida when both
states moved their primaries up without DNC
permission, does she have a legitimate claim to
vote totals that could change the nomination
LAW process?
Federal immigration officials said today tha
they’ve arrested more than 300 illegal immigrants
in the Los Angeles area and over 900 statewide
SEC over the past 3 weeks.
Scientists hope to dig up some dirty ice on Mars
to look for traces of organic compounds in the
permafrost or signs that ice beneath the surface
TECH ever melted.
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Terry McAuliffe, David
Bonior, Bob Mulholland
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00:07

Brian DeMore

5/23/08

00:17

Peter Gluck, Deborah
Bass

In a new LA Times / KTLA poll found that a
bare majority of Californians reject the state
Supreme Court’s decision to permit same-sex
LAW marriage.
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30:00

Susan Pinkus

Now American Airlines is going to charge
passengers to check even one bag. Larry
opens the phones and asks listeners to weigh
in on the recent changes many airlines have
BUSI implemented.

5/23/08

30:00

n/a

David Gilmour’s unconventional family
memoir, The Film Club, begins when he is
an unemployed movie critic trying to
convince his fifteen-year-old son Jesse to do
LIT his homework.

5/23/08

30:00

David Gilmour, Jesse
Gilmour

Larry and critics Wade Major, of
boxoffice.com and CityBeat, and Lael
Loewenstein, of Variety, review some of the
week’s new feature films including the new
Indiana Jones movie, War, Inc., The
Children of Huang Shi as well as the
ENT documentaries Surfwise and Refusenik.

5/23/08

30:00

Lael Loewenstein,
Wade Major

Pomona residents protest drunk-driving
TRANS checkpoints
San Bernardino County agrees to fly MIA-POW
IE flag
The Phoenix spacecraft has made history and
SCI landed on Mars
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Loh
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Watt
Felde
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2:49

Small

From the political to the pornographic, author
Frederick Kaufman details everything you never
HEAL wanted to know about the American stomach.

5/26/08

00:31

Frederick Kaufman,

Compiling interviews from friends, family and
lovers, writer David Rensin fills in the abundant
OBIT holes in Malibu surfer Miki Dora’s story.

5/26/08

00:17

David Rensin

00:48

Marc Wanamaker,
Jeanine Basinger, Kevin
Starr,

ART Sandra goes to rallies against school budget cuts
Redondo Beach Memorial Day Parade tries to
MIL become traditional
MIL Old racetrack became WW1 balloon schoo
Investigators look into a California inmates deat
SACTO in Mississippi

From DW Griffiths to Melanie Griffith, from The
Squaw Man to Iron Man- it’s time to break out the
candles because Patt is celebrating 100 years of
ECON filmmaking in Southern California

In his new book Farm Sanctuary , leading
animal rights activist Gene Baur examines
the real cost of the meat on our plates, for
LIT both humans and animals alike.

5/26/08

5/26/08

30:00

Gene Baur

. In his new book Hard Road West , author
Keith Meldahl takes readers along the 2,000LIT mile California Trail.

5/26/08

30:00

Keith Heyer Meldahl

In her book, Your Child’s Strengths:
Discover Them, Develop Them, Use Them
(Viking), Jennifer Fox takes a look at
American education and creates a template
LIT for helping children excel.

5/26/08

30:00

Jennifer Fox

The story of legendary surfer Dr. Dorian
“Doc” Paskowitz, his wife Juliette, and their
nine children is chronicled in the new
LIT documentary, Surfwise.

5/26/08

30:00

Doug Pray, Jonathan
Paskowitz

Japanese-American museum unveiling memoria
DIV to WW2 internment
Man charged with circulating more than $6 million
LAW in fake currency pleaded not guilty
Feds indict three who ran medical marijuana
LAW dispensary
Task force starts enforcing brush clearance
DIS codes
Panel hears arguments about transfer of 4
thousand California inmates to out of state
LAW prisons
OC Supervisors to publicly interview sheriff
OC candidates
Mattel and MGA case: company execs taking pay
BUS cuts; Highest paid executives
Fullerton Professor fired for not signing university
EDU loyalty oath
Prolific CSU Long Beach English professor
EDU retires after 43 years of teaching
Guest-host Jon Beaupre talks with OC-watchers
about the proceedings and who will be the next
LAW sheriff.
Safer joins Patt to explain how she has found
that, with effective mourning, adults can use the
death of a parent as a major catalyst for personal
ART change.
The tagging phenomenon lives on and is
especially strong thanks to social networking site
LAW and YouTube.
The LA fire department is creating a new 40
member Brush Fire Task Force to police
ENV properties and maintain chaparrals.
From his “Jimbo” comics to album sleeves for
Frank Zappa and a Time magazine cover portrait
of the Who, artist Gary Panter’s oddball, punkrock aesthetic has helped define the underground
ART comic and music scenes since the mid-70s.

SCI Mars landing.
Academy Award-winning director Sydney
Pollack died yesterday (MON) of cancer at
ENT the age of 73.
There will only be two propositions on the
statewide ballot June 3. In fact, they'll be the
only statewide items of any kind on the
ballot. Both deal with the issue of eminent
LAW domain.
Larry gets the latest update on the China
FOR earthquake and its aftermath.
The U.S. Department of Education created a
“lender of last resort” program in an attempt
ECON to circumvent a student loan crisis.
The man who gave us some of the catchiest TV
OBIT these songs has died
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Schmitz
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Guzman
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Chris Norby, Gustavo
Arellano, Susan Valot
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00:39

Jeanne Safer
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00:09

Andrew Blankstein
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00:09

Rob Knight
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00:17

Gary Panter
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Doug Adams
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10:00

Peter Rainer, Wade
Major

5/27/08
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Marko Mlikotin, Dean
Preston

5/27/08

20:00

Michael Oko

5/27/08

40:00

Kathy Kristof, Robert
Shireman

5/28/08

1:19

Jahad

California Supreme Court hears arguments
involving doctors who refuse to artificially
SMALL inseminate lesbian patient
AFTRA makes deal with Famptp, what now for
ENV SAG
Orange County supervisors interviewed 9
LAW candidates for sheriff
Los Angeles County Second District Supervisor
Yvonne B. Burke is retiring and two powerhouses
of California politics are poised to take over.
California is looking forward to the next battlefield
a proposed constitutional amendment on the
November ballot that would declare marriage as
LGB only valid between a man and a woman.
Hollywood producers and the 70,000-membe
American Federation of Television and Radio
Artists announced a tentative three-year contract
LAB deal today.
This past month Ramon Cortines has taken on all
responsibilities of the day-to-day operations at the
school district, leaving Brewer to deal with the big
issues facing the county.
Chief Bratton is in for his regular chat with Patt to
discuss how the LAPD has fared during this past
month of May
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Small
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Watt
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Valot
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00:31

Bernard Parks, Mark
Ridley-Thomas
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00:09

Mark DiCamillo
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00:08

David White and Sally
Weaver,
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00:22

David Brewer
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00:26

Bill Bratton

A tentative 3-year primetime television
contract was reached early this morning
(WED) between AFTRA and the Alliance of
Motion Picture and Television Producers
ENT (AMPTP).
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30:00

Roberta Reardon, Jesse
Hiestand (HE-stand),
Richard Verrier

A new study shows there is a correlation
between lead in the blood and a life of crime.
In the first study of its kind, Cincinnati
researchers tracked before-birth lead levels
HEAL through adulthood.
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30:00

Kim N. Dietrich

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid,
Democrat from Nevada, joins Larry to talk
about his career and new book The Good
Fight: Hard Lessons from Searchlight to
POLI Washington.
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30:00

Harry Reid
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30:00

Leonard Mlodinow

Do you think you are in charge or your own
destiny? Caltech scientist Leonard Mlodinow
(MLOD-in-now) says our successes and
LIT failures are profoundly influenced by chance.
IE
DIS
LAW
EDU
YOUT

Air regulators have Colton cement plant unde
scrutiny
The fire forecast isn't looking good. Fire
authorities warn
Disabled inmates in LA County jail file lawsu
United Way report finds major problems with
middle school
LA County Middle Schools are in desperate need
of improvement.

On Tuesday, state republicans blocked a 7-billion
dollar plan (SB 1665) to upgrade medical facilities
and health care to constitutional standards within
POLI the prison system, deeply upsetting Clark Kelso
Concerned Beverly Hills homeowners are
marching to City Hall to turn in petitions for a
referendum on the November ballot to halt the a
$500 million luxury condominium and hotel
complex at the intersection of Santa Monica and
ENV Wilshire Boulevards.
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00:13 Jeannie Oakes, Mary Lee
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Julie Small, Dave Cogdill
H.D. Palmer
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00:17

Larry Larson, Korinne
Verdery, Barry Brucker

A group of prominent evangelicals are urging
Christian conservatives to support “an expansion
of our concerts beyond single-issue politics” in a
RELI document they call “An Evangelical Manifesto.”
In the face of $140/barrel oil and $4/gallon
gasoline, Americans have so far shown no desire
to lift drilling restrictions in all of these areas. Is it
time to reconsider our balance of environmental
ECON and economic priorities?
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00:22 Jim Wallis, Richard Land
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00:26

San Diego County is planning to let county
officials with moral or religious objections to
gay marriage to opt out of performing samesex marriage ceremonies while the California
Supreme Court looked poised to rule that
doctors do not have the constitutional right
to refuse treatment to gays on the grounds
that it would violate their moral or religious
LAW beliefs

5/29/08

30:00

n/a

The DNC's Rules and Bylaws panel meets
Saturday to figure out what to do with the
Florida and Michigan delegates to the
POLI Democratic Convention.

5/29/08

30:00

n/a

Most food in supermarkets is packaged in
some form of plastic. But recent studies
show that the chemical bisphenol-A,
(bī′sfēn·öl ′ā) or "BPA," which is used in
hard plastics, may be dangerous for babies
SCI and small children.

5/29/08

30:00

Marla Cone

Political writer Gregory Levey has had an
unusual vantage point on Israeli politics. At
age 25 he stumbled into a job as speechwriter
for the Israeli delegation to the UN and
found himself among foreign ministers, U.S.
POLI senators, and heads of state.
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30:00

Gregory Levey
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City Controller Laura Chick releases follow up
audit on LA Fire Department
Couple of passings for Start Trek lovers
Los Angeles leads the nation in "commuter pain
new survey says
Homeless paraplegic man settles lawsuit with LA
Hospital

OC New Newport Back Bay Science Center opens
EDU Perris kids competes in National Spelling Be
EDU Pacoima charter school gets $6 million dollars
Many blame Prop. 13 for today's budget defici
and other municipal woes, including the decline o
California schools, and yet noone wants to touch
ECON it.
111 nations have signed a draft agreement in
Dublin, Ireland to ban cluster bombs. The United
States, China, Russia, Israel, India, Pakistan, and
FOR Brazil will not. Why?
Residents will need to continue forking over up to
$25 a year to maintain unlisted numbers after this
weeks’ failure of a State Senate bill that would
ECON have eliminated the fees.
The latest proposed prison solution is one in
which local municipalities would watch over some
offenders in their home communities, shifting the
burden from state prisons to local probation or
HOUS state parole agents.
It’s been a tremendous year for the Lakers, but th

Athan Manuel, John
Peterson, Brenda Pierce
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Peter Schrag, Joel Fox
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Marc Garlasco, Nick
Allan, Hal Kempfer
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Sheila Kuehl
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Julie Small
Matt "Money" Smith

For the second time this week, the state
Senate on Thursday rejected a $7 billion
borrowing plan to provide better health care
HEAL for prison inmates
Liver transplants were given at UCLA to
HEAL members of a Japanese mafia.
The Lakers are going to the NBA Finals after
defeating the Spurs for Western Conf.
SPOR Championship.
Dustin Hoffman speaks with Larry about his
upcoming silent film festival and the death of
ENT Sydney Pollack.
Larry and critics Peter Rainer, of The
Christian Science Monitor and Jean
Oppenheimer, of Village Voice Media,
review some of the week’s new feature films
including Sex and the City, Chop Shop, and
The Edge of Heaven as well as the
ENT documentary Hollywood Chinese.
UCI students organize vigil for China quake
OC victims
Turnout is expected to be abysmal for today's
POLI primary election in California
Cal officials have one month to come up with plan
LAW to relieve overcrowding in prisons
IE Two races generate controversy June primar
Tours of Universal Studio back lots features
DIS glimpses of real life disaster
Sandra joins other burning moms to fight
ART proposed school budget cuts
Senate debate on global warming
POLI legislation;immigration reform
LAW Cooley seeks third term as district attorne
POLI Hot button issue of eminent domain on the ballot
POLI Second district race down to the wire
After Senator Edward Kennedy underwent more
than three hours of brain surgery today to remove
a cancerous tumor, his doctor from the Duke
University Medical Center called the procedure a
HEAL success.
Tomorrow’s the big night, but it’s not all abou
SAC Montana and South Dakota
Tomorrow's election day. And when there are big
issues on the ballot, smaller elected positions are
often overlooked by voters, opening an
opportunity for some pretty radical people to
SAC squeak into office.
Antonelli has curated blockbuster shows
highlighting the breath of industrial design, from
improving workspaces to mitigating risk to her
most recent show on how globalization and
technology are changing design.

LIT

ENV
ART
ART

Suddenly the issue of whether or not man-made
greenhouse gasses are warming the planet is no
longer up for debate, at least in the eyes of the
Bush Administration and the federal government.
Two ambitious and complicated pieces of
legislation are beginning to make their way
through Congress, both in store for almost certain
deaths
Bo Diddley dies
Two TV Theme Music Legends Die
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Dave Wedge
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Sherry Bebitch Jeffe
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Bob Stern, Hal Dash
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Paola Antonelli
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Anthony Janetos, Roger
Pielke, Jr.
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Chris Joyce
Michael Endelman
Jon Burlingame
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30:00

A fire destroyed a wide swath of the 400 acre
Universal Studios backlot yesterday (SUN).
It took more than 12 hours to extinguish the
flames that destroyed movie sets and a video
ENT archive.

6/2/08

20:00

Captain Michael
Brown, Zev
Yaroslavsky

Saturday's long-awaited meeting of the
Democratic Party's rules and bylaws
Committee and Puerto Rico's Primary
provided a bit more clarity in the race for the
POLI Democratic Presidential nomination.
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20:00

Peter Nicholas, Mark
Barabak

Larry talks with legendary musician Jack
Sheldon and with Doug McIntyre, co-writer,
producer and director with wife Penny
Peyser, of the film Trying to Get Good: The
ENT Jazz Odyssey of Jack Sheldon .
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20:00

Jack Sheldon, Doug
McIntyre

In his book, Kafka Comes to America:
Fighting for Justice in the War on Terror ,
Wax talks about both cases as well as why
Mayfield sued for $2-million and won, and
LIT Hamad sued and received nothing.

6/2/08

30:00

Steven T. Wax

In his new book Leisureville: Adventures in
America’s Retirement Utopias , author
Andrew Blechman explores beyond the
LIT façade of these surreal communities.
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30:00

Andrew Blechman

The City Controller says LA's municipal practices
aren't as green as they could be
Lecturer who refuses to sign loyalty oath gets he
job back
Voters go to the polls two big election
Primary election features 53 primary races for US
House of Representatives
OC Supervisors narrow down list of sheriff
candidates
Political reform advocates push instant runoff
voting
Imports into US down; price of gas high
Dodger move not a done dea
Now attention turns toward a negotiated settleme
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ENER With the meteoric rise of both gasoline and oil pric
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Stoltze
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Chris Cillizza, Bob
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Philip Verleger, Tom
Wallin

Of the nine Orange County Sherriff’s candidates,
Santa Ana Police Chief Paul Walters and retired
L.A. County Sheriff’s Department Division Chief
POLI Sandra Hutchens remain.
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Gustavo Arellano

ECON The L.A. DWP is expected to move ahead with th
ART East week, in her popular public radio show, The
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00:06 Susan Valot, David Nahai
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Today, the Associated Press is reporting that
Hillary Clinton will concede that Barack
Obama has enough delegates to claim the
POLI Presidential nomination.
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POLI Local election check-in with Kitty Felde
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Ron Elving, Yashar
Hedayat [he-DIE-yat],
Mark Barabak
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Carrick, Chris Lehane
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A measure that would require a waiting
period and parental notification before a
minor may terminate a pregnancy has
qualified for the November, 2008 General
election ballot. It would amend California’s
Constitution to prohibit abortions for
unemancipated minors until 48 hours after
her physician notifies the minor’s parent,
legal guardian or, if parental abuse has been
LAW reported, an adult family member.
A Quaker college instructor, who lost her
position at Cal State Fullerton because she
refused to sign the state-required loyalty
LAW oath, was reappointed yesterday (MON).
Guest host, David Lazarus, talks with Mason
about his new book Head Case: Stories of
Brain Injury and its Aftermath , and his
experiences with patients, families, and the
tens of thousands of brain injury cases that
LIT fall through the health care cracks.
POLI Parks, Ridley-Thomas vie for Obama coattail
ENV Governor declares statewide drough
ENER Drug Database
Parks and Ridley-Thomas headed for runoff
POLI election
ENV This is the driest spring on record
In two speeches a thousand miles apart, Senator
RACE Patt talks to historian Thomas Sugrue about who
SAC Judging by the voter turnout, which could beat the
While this year’s Congressional races have
already been spirited, will the much discussed
Democratic super-majority materialize?
Biographer Carol Felsenthal examines Bil
Clinton’s departure from the presidency to today
POLI in her book Clinton In Exile.
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Katie Short, Kathy
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Bob Stern
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Jennifer Duffy, David
Wasserman
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Carol Felsenthal

Here is Senator Obama praising Senator
Clinton:
“She is a leader who inspires millions of
Americans with her strength, her courage
and her commitment to the causes that
brought us here tonight.”
POLI

6/4/08

60:00

Doyle McManus, Mark
Mellman, Mark
Barabak

Larry and his guests discuss strategies for the
Presidential race between Senators Obama
POLI and McCain.

6/4/08

30:00

Duf Sundheim, Edward
Espinoza

Larry talks with Mark Bowden about his new
book, The Best Game Ever, a portrait of how
that single game changed the history of
LIT American sport.

6/4/08

30:00

Mark Bowden

ECON
OC
DIS
LAW
LAW
LAB

Democrats roll out plan for balancing states 15
billion dollar budget deficit
Co-founder of Broadcom indicted on conspiracy
other charges
A simulation of a major earthquake will take ove
place over entire Southland later this year
Attorney General has plan to create prescription
drug data base
Police ask for public's help in synagogue
vandalism
Teachers walkout
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1:00

Russ
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1:00

Valot
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1:42

Binkowski
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Schmitz
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2:00
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Watt
Frank Stoltze

ENT

MEDI

OPOLI

POLI

Los Angeles City Attorney Rocky Delgadillo has
announced a lawsuit against Time Warner Cable,
charging that the company’s poor customer
service and excessive repair delays constitute
violations of its franchise agreement with the city.
It’s 40 years since Robert F. Kennedy was
assassinated, Patt Morrison talk with the
photographer who captured the images of triump
and tragedy brings the perspective of four
decades.
Dr. Emanuel proposes his “Guaranteed
Healthcare Access Plan” that will improve deliver
of care and reliable oversight, saving money and
providing super quality healthcare.
Patt talks with Peter Gosselin about his new book
, “High Wire: The Precarious Financial Lives of
American Families.”

Senator Clinton's presidential campaign sent
an email to her supporters this morning
saying that she would endorse Senator
Obama at an event in Washington, DC on
POLI Saturday.
The LA City Attorney is filing a suit against
Time Warner Cable alleging it caused "major
havoc and distress" when it became the
number one pay T-V provider in Southern
LAW California two years ago.
Larry Mantle talks with William Lobdell,
City Editor of the Orange County Edition of
the Los Angeles Times , and Gustavo
Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer about the
latest news events and developments in
MEDI Orange County.
In his new book, Standard Operating
Procedure, Philip Gourevitch tells the story
LIT of a defining moment in the Iraq war.
An increasing number of militant Islamic
clerics and leaders are distancing themselves
from Osama bin Laden. Is this a sign that
bin Laden's support within the
fundamentalist Muslim community is
FOR crumbling?
SPOR Lakers loose game one of the NBA
Growers to meet to discuss guest workers to
LAB harvest crops
Riverside partners with Smithsonian for
IE exhibitions
Cops get special training to deal with suspects
IE suffering from PTSD
ECON Teachers walkout to protest budget cuts
ECON Teachers walkout to protest budget cuts
ECON Teachers walkout to protest budget cuts
Proposals won't be touch enough to deal with
HOUS housing problem
Macarthur Park printers is an immigrant success
ART story
SPOR Big Brown runs in Triple Crown
LA Times photographer talks with Patt Morrison
HIST about shooting of Robert F Kennedy
Is the state’s water shortage a true crisis, or is
there a stronger political motivation behind the
Governor’s urgency to characterize California as
ENV in a state of crisis?
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Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel
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Peter Gosselin
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Alex Ben Block, Alex
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William Lobdell,
Gustavo Arellano
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Philip Gourevitch
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Paul Cruickshank
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Cuevas
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Watt
Guzman
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3:48

Keith
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4:11
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Guzman
Peterson
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5:17

Morrison
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00:22

Susan Sims, Tamara
Keith

Cirincione sees a convergence of new leadership
in the world’s major nations and believes that the
complete elimination of nuclear weapons is not
POLI only possible, but essential.

6/6/08

00:16

Joseph Cirincione

As there’s more than just one way to admit defea
if you were Hillary's speech writer, what would yo
GEND advise her to say in her speech?

6/6/08

00:22

Same-sex marriages may give California just the
ECON financial boost it needs.

6/6/08

00:26

David Kusnet
M. V. Lee Badgett, Irene
Boujo, Michael Green
Jane Lockhart

LAUSD teaches protested proposed state
budget cuts for education by holding a onehour walk this morning (FRI) out at the
EDU beginning of the school day.

6/6/08

20:00

Brian Watt, Adolfo
Guzman Lopez, A.J.
Duffy

Larry Mantle talks with the new Speaker of
the California Assembly, Karen Bass about
her speakership, the state budget and her
Inaugural Ceremony at Los Angeles Trade
Tech College’s Grand Theater on Friday
POLI June 6.

6/6/08

10:00

Karen Bass

Robert Kennedy gave his final speech, about
unity and change, at the Ambassador Hotel
in Los Angeles on June 5, 1968. He was shot
POLI that evening and died the next day.
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30:00

n/a

30:00

Wade Major, Terry
Sanders, Patrick
Creadon, A.J. Schnack

30:00

Claudia Puig, Wade
Major, Charles
Solomon

Larry and a panel of documentary filmmakers
and watchers talk about how the techniques
of reality story telling have changed over the
years. The also explore the different intents
ENT of documentary filmmakers.
Larry and critics Wade Major, of
boxoffice.com and CityBeat, Claudia Puig,
of USAToday, and Charles Solomon, of
amazon.com review some of the week’s new
feature films including Kung Fu Panda, You
Don’t Mess With the Zohan, When Did You
ENT Last See Your Father?, and Mongol
HIST Cow country no more
a comic Panda Bear Karate chops the
ENT competition
LAW Gov, chp publicize new cel phone law
LA Gay Pride parade coincides with Gay marriag
GEND vote
FDA LAB IN Irvine searches for source of tomato
OC salmonella outbreak
ENV DWP releases plastic balls into reservoi
As contract talks continue, SAG rallies member
LABOR attacks AFTRA deal
DWP's Marty Adams on bird balls in Ivanhoe
ENV Reservoir
POLI Parents and Teachers protest budget cuts
HEAL Professor Lutman regarding Gay blood donor
Federal health officials say salmonella food
poisoning first linked to uncooked tomatoes has
ECON spread to 16 states
Will parents feel more secure about their teen
drivers? Or is the government just getting
meddling with California youth? Better yet, how
will teens react to a new life behind the wheel –
TRAN sans phone?
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00:26

Todd Workman

The vast, empty and barren desert terrain of
southeastern California is looking mighty
attractive to a number of energy interests looking
ENER to cash in on the renewable energy boom.
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00:22

RACE Should Obama Give Another Speech on Race?

6/9/08

00:26

Steven Borchard, Kevin
Swarth, Terry Weiner
Juan Williams

Larry Mantle talks with economists about the
surge in oil prices, the plunge in the stock
market, and about how American consumers
will fare in a troubled economy with few
ECON signs of relief in sight.

6/9/08

Chris Thornberg, Philip
Verleger, Stephen Levy,
Daniel Gross
30:00

Larry Mantle takes listeners thought and
opinions about Hillary Clinton’s speech over
the weekend in which she endorsed Barack
Obama as the Democratic Presidential
POLI candidate.

6/9/08

30:00

n/a

In his new book, The Uprising, author David
Sirota chronicles today’s seething popular
discontent on both the Right and Left, which
he contends is fueling a new populist
LIT political movement in America.
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30:00

David Sirota

6/9/08

30:00

Paul Roberts

In his new book The End of Food , Paul
Roberts paints a grim picture of the
worldwide food crisis. Riots, floods and
famine are the pervasive themes that threaten
LIT the future of global food production.
OBIT Pat Tobin dies
LAW L.A. jury decides criminal obscenity in film trial
Attempt to build more CA Prison Hospitals
SAC presents budget issues
Study by charter school advocates find the
EDU campuses do well on tests
ECON Students have really bad gas pain
ECON Higher Oil/Energy prices affect tourism--Drought
OC Supervisors appoint county's first female
OC sheriff
HIST Wooing a major league team wes
What lessons does the Massachusetts
POLI experience hold for California?
All the world’s a stage in Hollywood…including
union wars. SAG’s president, Alan Rosenberg,
insists that AFTRA members hold off on ratifying
the contract that AFTRA negotiated with the
ENT producers
In “War Journal” Richard Engel has been able to
gather his experiences, insights and bittersweet
reflections over the past five years in Iraq, often
times believing that he would die covering the
FOR war.
The new OC Country Sheriff, Sandra Hutchens,
says she will “hit the ground running,” determined
OC to turn-around a troubled department.

President Bush has signed an executive order
requiring contractors and others who do
business with the federal government to
make sure their employees can legally work
POLI in the U.S.
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1:00

Devall
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Jahad
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Small
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Lacter
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4:27
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00:31

Valot
Felde
Fred Thys, Paul
Loscocco, Evelyn Reilly
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00:17

Roberta Reardon, Alan
Rosenberg,
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00:31

Richard Engel,
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00:17

Lee Baca, Susan Valot
Sandra Hutchens

6/10/08

30:00

Mark Krikorian, Mike
Aitken, Zoe Lofgren

In his new book Terror in the Latino Barrio,
social activist and professor Humberto Caspa
gives his account of how right-wing interest
groups in Costa Mesa politicized local
LIT governments.

6/10/08

30:00

Humberto Caspa, PhD

A recent study indicates people who are
deficient in vitamin D have a higher risk for
all types of diseases including heart disease,
HEAL cancer and diabetes.

6/10/08

20:00

Hector DeLuca

Larry Mantle talks with local Democratic
Congressman and member of the House
Judiciary Committee, Brad Sherman, about
Scott McClellan’s June 20 th testimony
before the committee regarding Vice
President Dick Cheney’s involvement in the
POLI Valerie Plame CIA identity leak.

6/10/08

10:00

Brad Sherman

Born in the wake of World War II as an idea
factory to advise the air force on how to wage
and win wars, the RAND Corporation
quickly became the creator of America’s antiBUSI Soviet nuclear strategy.
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30:00

Alex Abella

EDU
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New study predicts which students are likely to
fail high school exit exams
Former Los Angeles County Sherriff’s
Department Division Chief Sandra Hutchens will
be Orange County’s first woman sheriff.
Kern County is shutting the chapel doors on al
marriage ceremonies, supposedly for budget
reasons. Will other counties follow? The great
gay marriage shakeout begins
With questionable foul calls already an issue in
this current Lakers-Celtics series, can the refs be
trusted?
Gas station owners check in with the real story
behind those ever-increasing prices.
Ira Isaacs is a pornographer currently on trial for
allegedly producing obscene materials, but with
revelations that Alex Kozinski, a judge presiding
over the trial, web posted some material of his
own, how will this trial play out?

Next week California will become the second
state to allow same sex marriages. Nine
major gay rights groups have joined together
to ask couples not to sue the federal
government or other states to have their
LAW California nuptials recognized.
Larry Mantle talks with the co-curators of
largest exhibition of Los Angeles
photography ever mounted which opens on
ART Saturday, June 14 at the Huntington Library.
U.S. and Iraq are working to finalize a longterm security pact between the two countries
POLI by the end of next month.
Critics have blamed Clear Channel for the
downfall of American culture while its fans
BUSI have hailed it as a business dynamo.
Democrats budget plans reject Govenors budge
SAC cuts
CA Supreme Court rules man to face trial for
OC murders in OC, LA
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Guzman
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00:13

Sandra Hutchens
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00:27

Stephen Weir, Candace
Grubbs, James Burger,
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Matt "Money" Smith
Jeff Leonard, Dennis
DeCota
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Scott Glover, Laurie L
Levenson
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James Essex
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Jenny Watts, Claudia
Bonn-Spector
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Ned Parker, James
(“Jim”) Phillips,
Laurence Korb
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Alec Foege

6/12/08

1:05

Small

6/12/08

1:07

Valot

Moving water to farmers with out wells using the
ENV CA aquaduct
Jordan High School teachers and students
EDU protest against principal
ICE is cracking down on businesses and illega
IMM workers
GEND CA Clerks prepare for gay marriages
Yahoo has just announced that it has ended a
talks about any kind of business deal with
Microsoft, burying any hope for the company to
ECON buy the Internet pioneer.
As of July 1, Southwest Airlines will be the only
U.S. carrier permitting travelers to check in two
TRAN bags for free.
Tim Robbins’ The Actor’s Gang production group
brings a new stage adaptation of 1984 to the Roy
and Edna Disney CalArts Theater in L.A. for a
limited two-week engagement staring on June
ENT 17th.
A deeply divided Supreme Court ruled today tha
foreign detainees held for years at the prison
camp in Cuba have the right to appeal to U.S.
civilian courts to challenge their indefinite
SEC imprisonment without charges.
Krulwich paints images of complicated ideas in
people’s heads, explaining new developments
with ease. The reporter who keeps it simple will
MEDI tell us how he does it.
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1:08

Small
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1:24

Guzman
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2:07
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Khokha
Wilkinson
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Ina Fried
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00:16

Scott McCartney, David
Castelveter
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00:17

Tim Robbins

6/12/08

00:24

Madeline Morris, Stephen
Vladeck

6/12/08

00:26

Robert Krulwich

The Supreme Court has ruled that foreign
terrorism suspects held at Guantanamo Bay
have rights under the Constitution to
challenge their detention in U.S. civilian
LAW courts.

6/12/08

20:00

John Eastman, Mark
Falkoff

Larry Mantle talks with OC Register political
writer Peggy Lowe about some of the
opposition that new Sheriff Sandra Hutchens
is encountering from primarily Republican
men in Orange County who believe the
POLI appointment to be “gender-driven.”

6/12/08

10:00

Peggy Lowe

Larry speaks with the newly appointed
POLI Sheriff of Orange County, Sandra Hutchens.

6/12/08

10:00

Sandra Hutchens

The 2008 Hollywood Bowl season begins
Friday, June 20 th. Larry talks with President
and CEO Deborah Borda about the new
ENT season and some of its highlights.

6/12/08

20:00

Lee Baca

Los Angeles County Sheriff, Lee Baca, wrote
an opinion piece in today’s LA Times
detailing his views on the interracial violence
between Blacks and Latinos in the
POLI Southland.

6/12/08

20:00

Deborah Borda

Senator Barack Obama’s victory as the
Democratic Presidential nominee seems to
have captivated the world. Front pages and
newscasts from Turkey to Tokyo and Iran to
Israel, have featured the charismatic
POLI candidate as a political giant slayer.

6/12/08

20:00

Borzou Daragahi,
Eleanor Beardsley

Larry Mantle speaks with the 83 year-old
jazz saxophonist, James Moody, about his
ENT life and career.
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20:00

James Moody

California Arm Wrestling Championships this
IE weekend in Victorville

6/13/08

1:08

Cuevas

Unemployed Corona man determined to create
IE city's first symphony
LGB Gay marriage forum attracts hundreds
Children visit parents in jail using Get on the Bus
YOU program
The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
has a new plan for the beleaguered and now
largely shut-down Martin Luther King Jr.-Harbor
EDU Hospital in South LA.
Respected journalist Tim Russert passed away
after collapsing while at work at NBC’s
POLI Washington studio
The non-profit Center for Health, Environment &
Justice released their new findings that common
PVC showers emit unhealthy levels of toxic
SCI chemicals.
Especially here in L.A., the men’s necktie a
workplaces—even the most corporate
environments—seems to be an endangered
ECON species.
Democratic National Committee Chair Howard
Dean sure has his hands full. He has to help the
party woo Hillary Clinton’s devotees to throw their
support behind presumptive nominee Barack
Obama, while taking on John McCain and the
RACE Republican Party.
We cover the scandals and controversies unti
you wished Barack Obama’s preachers would
just shut up.
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Garett Therolf, Zev
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Ron Elving, David
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Mike Schade, Mark
Schapiro
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Michael Macko
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00:13

Howard Dean
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00:25

Marc Maron, Greg
Behrendt

Larry opens the phones to gay listeners about
their attitudes toward same sex marriage.
Particularly, are you planning to marry your
GEND partner, why or why not?

6/13/08

60:00

n/a

Larry talks with Charles Solomon about the
rags-to-riches story of the Pixar Animation
Studios and how the company that changed
the film industry and the “fraternity of
ENT geeks” who shaped it.

6/13/08

30:00

Charles Solomon

30:00

Andy Klein, Jean
Oppenheimer, Charles
Solomon

Larry and critics Andy Klein, of CityBeat,
Jean Oppenheimer, of Village Voice Media,
and Charles Solomon, of amazon.com
review some of the week’s new feature films
including The Happening, The Incredible
Hulk, Savage Grace, Meet Bill, and The
ENT Animation Show 4.
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HIST Newport was the new par
SPOR NBA Championship - Lakers win Game 5
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1:01
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Felder
Roman

OBIT Stan Winston, sci-fi special effects creator, dies
How does state court ruling affect real estate
HOUS ownership
SCI Satellite JASON-2 launch delayed
Former Univ. of Texas Chancellor takes over as
LGB President of University of CA's system
Barack vs. McCain re: Latinos/30% of CA Dems
are Latinos/D.Feinstein trying to overhaul senate
POLI restaurant system
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Shafer
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Shannon Minter, Judy
Sperling Newton

LGB Reports on same sex marriages occuring in CA
LAW Profile of Lesbian couple
Federal Judge to rule on mental health care fo
MIL veterans
The majority of states will not recognize the
marriages at all and some states could impose
criminal penalties of up to nine months
LGB imprisonment and $10,000 fines.

As same-sex marriages become legal in
California, can gay couples teach straight couples
anything about settling marital disputes, or do we
LGB all use the same methods to win?
But in a time of a weak dollar and vulnerable
American economy, is foreign investment
FOR something to be feared or embraced?
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Bethany Marshall, Esther
Rothblum
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Edward Martin, Kit Bond,
Moises Naim
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Robin Tyler and Diane
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Valot

POLI Amid joy of gay marriage, political battle looms
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Stoltze

Reports on same sex marriages occuring in
through out So CAL/preferential treatment given
ECON in homeloans from Country Wide home loans
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Compared to last May, median home sales have
dropped 26.7 percent this May and prices dipped
by 23.3 percent. Yikes! What does that mean for
people who’s main investment is their home?
Robin Tyler and Diane Olson, who met 20 years
ago, will be the first same-sex couple to marry in
LA County.
First gay couple weds in Riverside Count
Students busted for cheating now facing felony
charges
Gay couples lined up early in Indio to get a
license to marry
Mortgage crisis continues
West Hollywood prepared to handle surge in
marriages due to same sex ruling
Same sex marriage debuts
Conservative reverend speaks out against ga
marriage
History's being made as same sex couples make
their vows
Gay couples flock to Norwalk's LA County
courthouse to wed
Gay couple shares love story and soon-to-be
marriage

Wedding bells are ringing as reporters bring the
LAW story from all over the state
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Brian Watt, Brooke
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Tim Vivian, James Burger,
Abdullah Hall , Claudia
Peschiutta
00:31

By interpreting the crafty dodging-and-weaving in
which both candidates engage when it comes to
the issue of gay marriage, can we decipher their
LGB true personal feelings on the subject?
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Moran,
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Karen England, Geoffrey
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Mayor Villaraigosa’s city budget priority has been
to hire more police officers, but has the push for
public safety translated into less money for public
works officials responsible for clearing refuse on
our city streets and alleys?
George Takei is taking advantage of California's
new gay wedding laws to marry his partner of 21
years, Brad Altman.
Have Californians changed their mind from the
last time an anti-gay marriage initiative was on the
ballot, when it passed with a convincing 61% of
the vote?
UCLA Anderson Economic Forecast says no
recession yet
Defendant testifies in Metro derailing cas
Assembly bill authorizes 16,000 prison beds to be
built
Mayor of Ontario apologizes for alleged affa
Chicano art collection of actor and LA Native
Cheech Marin opens at LACMA
Cathy Harvey and her three handicapped son

Matthew Dowd, Peter
Brown

With rising gasoline prices and waning tolerance
among American drivers, Bush has his eye on the
SAC gold coast – for black gold, of course
For the first time since mid-March, the Dow
traded below the 12,000 mark before bouncing
back up and finishing 113 points down. Part of
ENER the reason? Big surprise…oil.
Now the state assembly is debating a 25 percent
excise tax, in addition to the standard 8 percent
sales tax, on all forms of adult entertainment, from
ECON strip clubs to films to sex toys
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Jessica Goodheart,
Richard Alarcon
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Richard Curtin
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David Wilhelm, Rick
Gorka, Chris Cillizza,
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Denis Bystrov, Scott
Spanbauer
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Watt
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Economists have long guessed about what gas
price would finally force a change in the behavior
of American drivers, and we might finally be at
that tipping point, or even beyond it.
ENER
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Debra Winger reflects on her ten-year hiatus from
the camera, superficiality in Hollywood, women in
film, and writing her book.
GOP Lawmakers looking to amend constitution to
cap state spending increases
LA 84 Foundation launches 23rd summer of
Learn to Swim Program
The County knew about a child who was
systematically abused over years. But did nothing
about it
Riverside County community of Wildomar could
become city
Kelso appointed to improve prison health care an
hospitals
Cathy Harvey and her three handicapped son
Cathy Harvey and her three handicapped son
Patt looks gets to the bottom of Los Angeles
poverty statistics to understand what’s driving the
conditions of the city’s working poor.
The American housing crisis presses on, fueled
at first by subprime mortgage collapses and now
by a domino effect of foreclosures that is quickly
depressing home prices across the country and
especially in Southern California.
Previous economic troughs of the early ‘80’s
early ‘90’s or even after the 9/11 terrorist attacks,
were much worse than what we are in now. So
why does it feel like our financial world is
collapsing around us?
Would you walk away from $80 million? That's
exactly what the Obama campaign has decided t
do, in opting out of public financing for the
general election.
Denis Bystrov and Ashutosh Rajekar launched
"Shutdown Day," a program that doesn't involve,
well, computer programs. The idea was to inspire
people to shut off, disconnect, meet their
neighbors, and, heaven forbid, leave the house
completely unwired.
Kelso requests more money from state to improv
CA prison health care
Rodeo and country music festival kicks off in
Lake Elsinor
Teams of kids from probation facilities compete in
Academic Bowl
Palm Springs revs up for gay marriage econ
boom
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Take a walk down any main street in California
and store after store has its AC cranking away,
doors wide open. Meanwhile, blackouts are
starting as our aging electrical grid feels the
strain. Why the disconnect?
The Supreme Court is expected to rule this
Monday on a security guard’s challenge to the
nation’s strictest gun control law – Washington
D.C.’s ban on hand guns.
Today we begin an on-going series taking a loo
at each of the potential VP picks for both
candidates – and handicap how they could help
(or hurt) their party’s ticket.
Scientists believe NASA’s Phoenix Mars lande
exposed bits of ice while digging in a trench at the
Martian north pole.
In her book “The Score: How the Quest for Sex
Has Shaped the Modern Man” journalist and
science writer Faye Flam breaks down thousands
of years of male interaction with and competition
for females.
Make Music Pasadena-Free music will occur al
over Pasadena
OC founders have streets named for them

TRAN Feds picking up tab for shuttle to Dodger Stadium
An initiative to have a million people in LA
knowing their HIV status by 2011 kicked off today
HEAL in Watts
OBIT Longtime LA activist dies
Presidents of Disney and Motion Picture Assoc
discuss ideas about boosting state economy with
POLI CA lawmakers
Remembering George Carlin, who died Sunday
ENT June 22
LAW New hands free cell phone law
The federal receiver in charge of fixing medical
care in California’s state prisons says he needs
$7 billion to do the job, but state officials say the
ECON money isn’t there – the coffers are empty.
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Warnings are issued by engineers and politicians
that our state’s delicate levee system, spread
throughout the river deltas of Northern California,
are vulnerable to same kind of disaster currently
inundating a Midwest town.
Patt talks to three comedians about the legacy o
a man who snubbed pet peeves in favor of “majo
psychotic hatreds.”
The mother-knows best mold paired with the
bread-winning dad just isn’t cutting it any more.
But nowadays many parents also want to stray
from the “involved” stay-at-home dad married to
the stressed-out working mom.
New OC Sheriff formally sworn in
SAG continues talks and efforts to defeat AFTRA
contract
County supervisors want departments to share
more information
Defendant convicted of 1st degree murder in
Metrolink derailment case
McCain visits Santa Barbara to tout energy
policies
SAG members may begin striking next week
staff cuts at LA Times
Bill to remove racist language from real estate
deeds
So who was Walter O'Malley?
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So gas prices have been going up a lot higher
and a lot faster here in LA than in the rest of the
country - why is it about 50 cents more a gallon in
ENV the southland than in the rest of the land?
Can excessive speculation on oil futures be
blamed and should Congress clamp down on the
ENV shadowy futures markets?
Are you downsizing from four wheels to two? And
ECON if not, what's stopping you?
TRAN McCain and Obama in the Southland
Riverside cement maker fined 1-million dollars fo
IE releasing toxic dust
California's "greenhouse gas" blueprint due
SAC tomorrow
Lawsuit against VA regarding providing menta
LAW health treatment to returning vets
MIL
Native plants being driven away by changes in
ENV climate
CARB unveils plan to cut "greenhouse gas"
SAC emissions
Feds indict 70 members of local gang, launch
LAW massive raids
California Attorney General Jerry Brown
announced a suit against Countrywide Financial
Corp and two of its top executives today,
accusing them of scheming to “mass produce
HOUS loans for sale on the secondary market.”

Your preliminary guide to an increasingly crowde
SAC and complicated Fall ballot.
The LAPD’s Chief Bill Bratton and the LA Sherriff
Lee Baca are in the midst of a very public debate
over the root problems of violence in Los Angeles
Patt sits down with Police Chief Bill Bratton to
understand what’s going on with crime in Los
RACE Angeles.
After claiming that he killed his girlfriend out of
self-defense, Dwayne Giles was convicted for
murder. Now the U.S. Supreme Court has
overturned the murder conviction and the
POLI defendant is once again up for trial.
ENV New port rules to cut pollution affect truckers
Watts pool reopened with task force
LAW reinforcement after thugs overtook it last week.
OC DA won't file charges against cops in Korean
OC American shooting
ENV CA leading charge in combating global warming
Southland private college holds high schoo
DIV enrichment program for girls
IE Berlin Airlift marks 60th Anniversary
Exactly three years and five months after Juan
Alvarez left his SUV on Metrolink tracks causing
a major derailment and 11 deaths, today the jury
found Alvarez guilty of 11 counts of first-degree
LAW murder and a single count of arson.
Today the California Air Resources Board
unveiled its blueprint to implement AB32, the law
supported by Gov. Schwarzenegger that calls for
a reduction of greenhouse gases by 2020 to 1990
ENER levels.
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A study conducted by ecologists and botanist
indicates that temperatures and rainfall patterns
are changing so fast many of California's plants
won't be able to move fast enough, which could
lead to their extinctions.
When you fly, part of all those nickel-and-dime
fees you pay on your ticket price goes to
subsidizing private jets.
Today we continue an on-going series taking a
look at each of the potential VP picks for both
candidates – and handicap how they could help
(or hurt) their party’s ticket.
In a historic ruling, the Supreme Court said for
the first time that the Second Amendment
protects an individual's right to own guns for
lawful personal use.
New indictments in largest medical insurance
fraud case in nation
Metro members bicker for project money a
today's board meeting
Underfed horses seized from Riverside County
ranch
Attorney discusses lack of health care for
prisoners
Prison settlement talks between state and feds
break down
Verdict in Metrolink derailment case

But through all of the hugs, chumminess and sing
song flattery, could it be real? Or are the two new
MEDI best friends just smiling through clenched teeth?
The Internet Corp. for Assigned Names and
Numbers announces that it will soon lift
restrictions on what comes after the dot. Will
there be an expensive scramble to reserve
domain names, as happened when the Internet
TECH was relatively new?
New York Times bestselling humorist David
Sedaris finds himself engulfed in flames in his
YOUT latest roundup of 22 essays.

What are the issues splitting these sister unions
ENT in this lengthy Hollywood saga?
Paula is back playing her first big shows in
Southern California in years, and she joins Patt to
riff on politics and the state of the world in
MEDI general.
HIST Civil war hero honored in Orange Count
The mayor of LA pauses long enough to chat with
Patt about his proposed transit tax and LA’s $300
POLI million budget deficit.
If you want to keep gabbing and driving, tha
means a hands-free set. But with so many to
chose from, and such a huge price range, what's
TRAN the right one for you?
DIS Northern California Burns
A hiring audit found that in recent years Bush
officials used a screening program to weed out
job applicants who had liberal or Democratic ties,
opting for those with conservative credentials
POLI instead of more qualified candidates.
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